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Abstract
Architects and urban designers must respond to many changing factors in the design of
complex projects. Economic, governmental, user needs, community group, technical,
and social issues can cause change. In completion of any complex project one crucial
element is the ability of the designer to respond to these changes effectively. This
thesis considers ways of utilizing these changing factors as part of the design. As
such, the elements are seen as resources rather than as constraints for the designer.
Some sources for such an approach are discussed. Three design case studies involving
student activity facilities on the MIT campus are used to illustrate the approach.
A comparison with other student activity designs is made. Finally, areas for future
study and conclusions are offered.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Architects and urban designers face numerous difficult problems in the design of
complex or large projects. A variety of technical, social, community, governmental
and financial issues must be addressed as part of the design process.
One particularly important part. of this aspect of the designer's role is the ability
to respond to changes of these factors during the course of the project. Financial
conditions change, the scope of the problem is altered, input from neighborhood
groups is obtained, governmental review of the project, takes place.
One possible approach to such a problem would be to attempt to use these factors
as part of the design of the project instead of simply responding to them ad hoc. If
this were the goal, how would the manner in which a designer worked be effected.
One setting for an examination of this question would be in situations in which a
large number of different groups and issues are involved. Also in which a combination
of forces are at play. Such a situation could be found in the design of a project at the
edge of an urban campus.
University and college campuses have played an important role in cities. Many
observers have reflected on the organization of campuses and their relation to cities in
the U.S. and abroad. For many cities a campus or campuses are a notable feature in
the urban design. The campus, from the latin word for field, has often been thought of
in similar terms. "Each college or university is an urban unit in itself, a small or large
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Figure 1-1: Diagram of Cambridge, England- Christopher Alexander, "A City Is Not
A Tree"
city. But a green city." ' Many campuses have elaborate systems of infrastructure
and transportation which rival some small cities. Campuses have also proved to
be fertile grounds for investigation of the environment at various levels. Theorists
and observers from Christopher Alexander and Kevin Lynch to Virginia Woolf have
developed ideas based on their experiences and observation in the college setting.
"Strolling through those colleges past those ancient halls the roughness of the present
seemed smoothed away; the body seemed contained in a miraculous glass cabinet
through which no sound could penetrate, and the mind, freed from any contact with
facts (unless one trespassed on the turf again), was at liberty to settle down upon
whatever meditation was in harmony with the moment." 2
In this study, an aspect of the urban M.I.T. campus will be used to explore a
means by which to respond and to use the many changing factors in the design of an
urban or architectural project as part of the design.
1 Le Corbusier, When The Cathedrals Were White, Reynal and Hitchcock, New York, NY, 1947,
p. 135
2 Virginia Woolf, A Room Of One's Own, Harcourt, Brace and Co., New York, NY, 1929, p. 6
1.1 Describing the Problem
Part of the challenge of designing a complex urban project is understanding and
responding to the many sets of factors which may influence and respond to the actions
of the designer. In actual projects, this is made more difficult by the expectation that
many of these factors may change during the course of design, construction, or even
after completition of a project.
In addition, and vitally important, the designer must be able to respond to these
factors while developing a design so that both functional and aesthetic goals are met.
Various observers have discussed the increase in these factors and their changing
role in the design process. "We sometimes delude ourselves into believing that we
are the sole designers of our buildings ... We need to understand the active nature
of these forces and not. just assume they are fixed and given." 3 This situation has
been made more apparent as well by the increasing specialization of participants in
the design and construction process and project types.4 Another factor has been the
increase in information about. specific aspects of the environment. Finally, in the case
of the U.S. and several other countries the composition of society has been constantly
changing in terms of age, cultural makeup, and other factors. These factors have led
to more participants, areas of specialization, and perspectives for consideration.
One crucial factor and one great potential for architects and urban designers is the
ability to utilize these changing factors in the design process. Rather than constraints,
can factors be seen as resources from which to further develop and refine designs in
ways which will improve the design as a whole? Thus allowing the design to operate
and respond to technical, social, economic, cultural, and governmental issues at a
greater number of levels and perspectives.
3Joseph Esherick, Gold Medal Address to the AIA, 1989
4Gutnan, Robert, Architectural Practice- A Critical Perspective, Princeton: Princeton Univer-
sity Press 1989
1.2 Method of Inquiry
To study this question, the general conditions for such design will be discussed. Then
the specific area of student activity facilities will be introduced. Case studies moving
from small to large will then be utilized to test/illustrate ideas. Finally, a discussion
will compare the approach with other processes. Possible criticisms of such a method
will be discussed. Finally, areas for future research will be outlined and conclusions
offered.
Chapter 2
Discussion of the Use of Changing
Factors
This chapter will introduce discussion of the use of changing factors in the design
process. The first and second sections will define a focus and sources for the approach.
The third section will describe the strategy in outline form. The fourth section will
describe how the case studies will be utilized to develop proposals for MIT student
activity facilities.
2.1 Basis of Approach
A given for any large complex project is the element of'change. In designing a private
house or small project, an architect may expect certain small changes. However on
projects of significant scale and complexity modifications of a major nature are not
unusual in the design and construction process.
Design of these projects is not necessarally a linear process. Projects may be
initiated and then delayed for a variety of reasons. A recent example, the planned
modifications to the Prudential Complex, have been delayed by a downturn in the
economy. Project scheduling has also been modified so that the commercial part of
the project may proceed first. In addition, other projects which have been dormant
may restart and require restudy.
The architect or urban designer may also not be able to control the process of
planning and design of a particular project. Certain aspects may be given in advance
and others may change. In the few cases where it has been possible to execute a
process for design such as at the University of Oregon, elements which cannot be
controlled must still be considered. 1 In the case of Oregon, state funding and code
compliance were not addressed in the process and have had to be addressed separately.
Working with these conditions, the designer must maximize the opportunities to
utilize changes as a positive part of the design. Failure to do so may conversely mean
that the project may be negatively affected by these changes -i.e. the change may
not relate to, work with or even damage the design.
The development of these projects are also affected by the element of time. In
addition to the discontinuity mentioned above, decisions regarding these projects must
typically be made in a short time. Problems must be analyzed, options developed,
and a decision rendered to prevent, delays in the design or later construction of the
project.. This is partly as the result of time commitments or financial backing on a
project. Sadly, this is often used to justify designs which could benefit from changes.
In explaining a large project in London, Canary Wharf, at a recent symposium the
architect noted that the design could not respond to input from the community due
to the scheduling of the project. One objective therefore of examining the use of
changes could also be to challenge such claims.
Another factor to be considered is the increasing use of specialists with knowledge
of specific areas of design for such projects. As part of the same symposium, Norman
Foster discussed the work that William Hillier had done on the King's Cross project
for which Foster is the designer. As the design developed, Hillier was able to analyze
aspects of the design and then further consult with Foster who could then modify
aspects of the design responding to Hillier's input. As knowledge in associated fields
and in architecture develops further it is likely such consultation will become more
common adding to the amount of changing information during design of projects.
Changes would need to be analyzed to see how and if they could add to the existing
'Christopher Alexander, The Oregon Experiment, Oxford University Press, New York,NY, 1975
Figure 2-1: Canary Wharf, London and King's Cross, London
design and a decision made about how to integrate them. In part and referring
to architecture and urban design in general this suggests that good design can be
considered at a variety of levels and if another level of meaning, function, or experience
can be added the methodology is successful. Christopher Alexander has referred to
this as compression.2
Successful development of such an approach will probably depend on several fac-
tors. First, the ability to see the design as a series of relations (though not necessarally
mathematical) which allow repeated reconfiguration in various phases of the design.
Second, information sources for the designer must be kept open to allow continuing
discussion regarding changes or modifications. Third, the ability to gather and ma-
nipulate a large amount of data concerning a design. Fourth, reconfiguration must be
in a manner which allows changes to be seen from a variety of perspectives. This will
allow others in supporting and allied fields as well as users to be involved in decisions.
2Alexander, Christopher, A Pattern Language, Oxford University Press, New York, NY, 1977,p.43
Finally, the system will have to work within existing conditions of practice.
It is suggested also that rather than an objective involvement by the designer,
such a system would be developed considering the viewpoint of a particular designer.
Thus each designer would start with a series of explicit values and ideas which would
focus and edit some of the information to be considered. This would help to allow
what Joseph Esherick has described making the most decisions with the least amount
of information.3 This is not to say that information such as user input should be
ignored rather it develops a means by which values are explicit so that the designer
may be aware of possible conflicts with other criteria such as user needs, community
concerns and the like. Thus these can be discussed before a final design is created.
Part of this would mean a probing of alternatives as has been discussed by Julia
Robinson of Minnesota.4 Unlike Alexander's description of simple compression noted
earlier, this would mean architects add something to the design which may not have
been found as the result, of user input only. Continuing with Alexander's or even
Colin Rowe's analogies to literature, a design may be popular fiction or a great novel
that is also popular. 5
Blau classifies architects and other groups as professionals in part since they ex-
hibit. "a grasp of complex and interrelated knowledge - that, makes them difficult. to
routinize." 6 These decisions are guided traditionally by factors related to the par-
ticular situation, construction, and the architect's own critieria. When these factors
and information regarding the environment increase, the profession, in the U.S. case,
usually reassesses the scope of services as was done by the AIA in 1962 and in 1987.
Also while the generalist aspect of architecture is often emphasized, architects as early
as Alberti discuss using the advice of experts.
More exact systems guide decisions in other fields. Yet unlike the scientist, the
architect or urban designer cannot only make decisions in areas where there is exact.
3Gordon,Douglas and others," Programming", Architecture, 1988
4Julia Robinson et al., Programming As Design, JAE, Winter, 1983, p. 5
sAlexander, op. cit., p.43, Colin Rowe, Collage City, MIT Press, 1982, p. 1 0 1
'Judith Blau, Architects and Firms, MIT Press, Cambridge, MA, 1985, p. 2 6
7L.B. Alberti, On The Art of Building in Ten Books, MIT Press, Cambridge, MA, 1988, book
nine, p. 319
information, every issue in the environment must be addressed as part of a design.
Also while past experience does inform many designer decisions , unlike the law the
goal of most designs is to improve the environment and not simply prevent damages
as is the basis for legal reasoning. For aspects of projects in the public realm and
criticism of architecture it seems a good analogy, however. It is used as the basis for
building codes to protect public safety.
Finally, in business many decisions are made on the basis of analysis with means
such as net present value- assessing the current value of an opportunity for investment.
In these cases, the goal is simply to maximize profits on investment. However, this
does not. consider the means used to generate such profits or risks involved. These
factors must be considered by the investor using a level of judgment or criteria. Unlike
business decisions, many decisions concerning the environment are difficult to reverse
or change after something has been built or removed. This would be something which
would have to apply to the value of a decision.
If such systems are not totally applicable to design, are there other strategies
which can be utilized? Perhaps one way to discuss this is to look at some examples
of approaches from the past.
2.2 Possible Sources of Such An Approach
Not surprisingly, one could make the argument that. aspects of an inclusive approach
have been used successfully in several examples of architecture and urban design in
the past though not in a systematic form. This section will attempt to identify such
sources.
The development of the Villa La Roche by Le Corbusier occurred in several steps
with various changes. First, Corbusier studied the possibility of building one large
housing estate covering the entire block. 8 Next, he attempted to find backers for
houses to be located at the entrance to the small private street. These sites were
then sold and thus unobtainable. Next., he considered designing houses at the end
'From discussions with Professor Francesco Passanti
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Figure 2-2: Sketch and Final Plan Villa La Roche, Le Corbusier
of the private street. Sketches for these proposals were generated and developed.
Finally, he designed the La Roche and Jeaneret houses as built. Rather than totally
starting from scratch, the designs reuse and develop certain ideas throughout the
different schemes. This last step has been referred to as taking the best aspects of
the previous design and applying it to the final project.9 In addition, moves such as
the implied symmetry of the house were possible due to the reduction in the scope
of the plan. Various critics have also noted aspects of the design which were not
simply explained by Le Corbusier's published theoretical work and relate to other
traditions of ideas. 10 Thus even though the process and problem changed, the final
design was highly successful. Le Corbusier, besides being a very good architect, was
able to adjust and utilize the changes in the project while developing the design.
Moving from private to public and from Paris to Helsinki, another source may be
discussed. The Helsinki Railroad Competition followed a series of discussions among
architects and to some extent the public regarding Finnish design in the beginning of
the 20th century. The background for such a discussion was the movement towards
OTimothy Benton, The Villas of Le Corbusier, Yale University Press, 198T,p.59
10Professor Passanti, seminar, Michael Dennis, Court and Garden, MIT Prew, 1986
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Figure 2-3: Helsinki R.R. Station, Saarinen 1902 and Final 1911, Frosterus 1902
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Finnish independence from Russia. Another previous competition for the national
theater, an important project in such conditions, had been won by with a popular
Karelian romantic design.
The railroad terminal was to be located adjacent to the National Theater and
facing the same plaza. The technical track routing and organization decisions had
been made by railroad engineers. As a result the competition concerned only the
facade design and terminal passenger interiors. 11
Saarinen's entry was in a Karelinan Romantic style similar to the National The-
ater. His entry was picked as the winner of the competition.
Another competitor, Sigmund Froterus wrote a booklet criticizing the appropri-
ateness of Saarinen's design. The booklet, Hjarn-Och Jarnstil , argued in favor of a
design much like that submitted by Frosterus. 12
Saarinen then modified his design before construction of the project. began. The
resulting project was very similar to Frosterus design and has been generally accepted
as superior to Saarinen's earlier entry.
Thus in this case, changes caused by public discussion of a project were used
resulting in an improved design. Not surprisingly transportation issues affected urban
design and architecture in the U.S. as well, especially in cases with a number of
participants, concerns, and changing factors.
While the subway in Boston was the first electric powered subway in the U.S., it
was also built following a lengthy process of debate. The process by which the project
was designed was also modified several times. Several aspects of the urban design
around the Park Street, area was specifically developed at this time. This intervention
has had a significant effect on an important element of the Boston fabric, the Boston
Common and the area near the Statehouse. The designers who were engineers, ar-
chitects, and landscape architects, financiers and politicians had to incorporate and
respond to a large number of changing elements.
The subway was proposed by a commission formed to study traffic congested
"Marika Hausen et al., Elliel Saarinen Projects MIT Press, Cambridge,MA, 19 90,p.162
1 2Ibid,p. 163
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Figure 2-4: Construction Of The Park Street Station
streets in the vicinity of the State house. Initially, a streetcar line was to be built South
of the present location in a plan that would have required purchase and demolition of
a large number of buildings. This proposal was defeated by voters in a referendum.
Attention then shifted to routing the subway through the area of the Boston Common.
A variety of proposals for the subway were offered for this approach. One scheme
suggested running the cars above ground through the Common. While damaging
the Common, this proposal was seen as the most direct. It was however attacked
by residents of the Beacon Hill area. 51 public meetings were then held to discuss
the proposals. Frederick Law Olmstead was also hired to evaluate changes to the
Common. After substantial discussion it was determined to create a subway running
underground along the periphery of the Park and emerge near Boylston Street. "
Olmstead then planned to use the fill from the excavation of the subway to regrade
low areas of the Common for better drainage. A historian was also hired to work with
Olmstead to relocate an existing cemetery in the path of the subway.1 4
After a review of European subways and subway stations was completed, the com-
mission worked with architects to develop a design for Boston. Subway stations were
designed with large stairs and large areas of glass to lessen the anxiety of using a sub-
way. Afterall as one Bostonian of the time noted "no one wanted to go underground
before their time." 5
The completed project reduced congestion near the State House, for a while, it also
created a very successful urban space which Kevin Lynch and other observers often
mention though without acknowledging its development. "The Boston Common on
the other hand is for many subjects the core of their image of the city, and , along with
Beacon Hill, the Charles River, and Commonwealth Avenue is most often mentioned
as a particularly vivid place. Furthermore, it is highly differentiated within itself
including the little subway plaza, the fountain, the frog pond and so on.""
Changes were also part of the development of Rockefeller Center in New York.
"Report of the Boston Transit Commission, 1898,p.6
1 4 Ibid,p.8
isCharles Cheape, Moving the Masses,Harvard University Press, Cambridge, MA, 1980
"Kevin Lynch, Image of the City, MIT Press, Cambridge, MA, 1965, p. 21
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Figure 2-5: Rockefeller Center Design Development
In the case of Rockefeller Center, the designers had to respond to changes through-
out the process of design and construction. The process of design could not be said
to be exemplary. In spite of this ,or because of it, they created a highly successful
design.
The impetus for Rockefeller Center was the idea of building a larger home for the
Metropolitan Opera. Office and commercial space were added to support the needed
land for the opera. The project elements were organized around a plaza. Plans with
these highrise components were then prepared to obtain sponsorship for the project,
which was provided by John D. Rockefeller.
A group of ten consulting architects was hired to develop plans for the project. A
competition then limited the group to Raymond Hood, Harvey Corbett, and Wallace
K. Harrison.
In December of 1929, a major change in the project occurred. The Metropolitan
Opera, unable to meet the projected financial requirements of the project, withdrew.1 7
Rockefeller was then faced with the choice of taking a large financial loss on the
project or continuing. The decision was made to continue but the focus of the center
changed from a civic to a commercial role. Aspects of the form of the earlier civic
complex proposal such as the grouping of buildings around a plaza were retained,
however. 18
Several of the designers of the center had expressed their ideas concerning urban
developments prior to their involvement with Rockefeller Center. In 1923, Raymond
Hood published a hypothetical plan called The City of Towers, in which a series of
regularally spaced towers were interspersed into the urban fabric. Harvey Corbett had
developed a proposal in 1923 for a "Modernized Venice" with roof gardens and niul-
tiple levels. Thus both designers had preexisting ideas regarding such developments
which could inform their decisions. 19
The Stock Market Crash altered the availability of materials for the project. The
17 Winston Weisman, The Way of the Price Mechanism: Rockefeller Center, Architectural Review,
December 1950, p.4 0 1
1 8Ibid, p.401
1 9Rem Koolhaus, Delirious New York, Oxford University Press, New York, NY, 1978,p.102
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Figure 2-6: The Chiado Quarter
reduction of costs meant that more expensive materials than had originally been
planned could be used. The development also provided work for a large number of
skilled workers unemployed due to the depression.
As the complex was developed, aspects of the project continued to change. Roof
gardens elements were brought in to the complex and adjusted. The massing of the
complex also evolved so that the scale of the project was reduced at the street.
Finally after completion of the project, the central space was underused. A skating
rink was then added to invigorate this area. These later additions improved aspects
of the original design.
A recent possible source of such an inclusive design is the reconstruction of the
Chiado Quarter, Lisbon Portugal by Alvaro Siza Vierra. In this project, an historic
portion of Lisbon is being reconstructed following a fire which destroyed many of the
buildings. To accomplish this goal, Siza is attempting to save and reuse as many as
possible of the old street facades. During reconstruction, the streets of the area must
be kept open to allow access to other parts of the city. As he works on the design,
input from people who pass through the area inform and respond to his work. His
approach uses sketches and testing ideas on the actual site. Therefore the preexisting
as well as changing factors inform Siza's reorganization of the buildings, gateways,
and galleries of the quarter.
These sources are not meant to prove that such an approach has existed. The
argument is that in cases where changes have been used as part of the project, the
designer has a basis of approach which helps focus the response to the changes.
Clearly some of these theoretical positions, such as those of Le Corbusier, were stated
in part explicitly. Also, the needed change in response to public debate, financial
constraint, change of program, or other factor has been used to develop the design of
the project- a strategy existed. The designer has also been guided by knowledge of
the issues traditionally affecting the problem. Finally, the change has left. a distinct,
impression on the project which might be said to signify something about the process
of its creation. 20 Aside from various urban projects of the past and present, the
design of student activity facilities has provided a traditional basis for design of this
aspect of campuses.
2.3 Student Activity Facilities Design
In many respects, student activity spaces are complex and challenging spaces and
facilities. But it is necessary to differentiate between them and other elements of
the campus and city. As in other urban projects, many groups and issues must be
addressed. However, change is more frequent as the users of the campus generally
change at a higher rate than those in a city.
Universities are also able to devote a much higher level of control and support
20William Hubbard, Master's Thesis, MIT, 1976
to the campus than an area of a city. Many as mentioned have their own security,
maintenance, and other services. The campus also benefits from its own resources as
well as those of the city or surrounding area.
The academic institution can control the permanent members of the campus and
does not have to deal with extremes such as those provided for by the city. An
exception to this is in programs such as the Albany Street shelter at MIT where
Institute owned land is leased to the Shelter.
Universities and colleges also benefit from the interest and involvement of past,
users- alumni and other benefactors who may not be directly linked to the campus.
Much of this involvement has been in the form of concern for the quality of teaching
and for the campus environment.
In the area of student. activity facilities, this interest has led to the repeated study
of student needs in this area and implications for particular campuses. On a general
level it has assisted in the development of resources for research and discussion of these
issues such as the Association of College Unions International in the U.S. founded in
1914.
Unlike many aspects of a city or campus, student activity spaces are not devoted
to one specific function such as a lab or classroom. In addition, they have to serve
a variety of users at various times of the day. This use also may change on a day to
day basis.
These areas are also typically used by students from various parts of the university
and therefore are not completely controlled by one individual academic unit. As a
result, the designs are used by a much larger and usually more diverse group than
most campus facilities.
In addition although cost is a major element in development, of a strategy for the
design of such facilities, it is only one of various issues which must be considered if
the facility is to be successful. In this sense, student activity facilties are more like
civic elements of the city than purely speculative ones.
Many specialized facilities for student activities are called student unions. This
is derived from the Union of Debating Societies founded at Cambridge University in
Figure 2-7: Oxford Union Society, view from the garden
England in 1815.21 Another union was founded at Oxford in 1825. The unions were
independent organizations developed at a time of university reform. They allowed
discussion of past political issues. 2 2 They also served as meeting places for students
who previously associated only with students of their own college. Initially, the unions
were located in the towns outside the colleges. At Cambridge, the union was located
in rooms at the Red Lion Inn ,and at Oxford in a bookshop. 23
When the unions constructed there own buildings, at Oxford in 1851 and at Cam-
bridge in 1866, they did not follow the model of the cloistered Colleges. Though
like the colleges they did build within the existing fabric of the towns, each building
was entered through a garden which fronted the public street. Both had facilities for
debate, research of issues, and dining.
The Oxford union was constructed incrementally. Students such as William Morris
21J. R. Tanner, Demosthenes Demobilised 4 Presidents, Wheffler and Sons, Cambridge, England,
1920, p.6
22 Ibidp.7
2sChristopher Hollis, Oxford Union, Evans Brothers, London, England, 1965, p. 21
also decorated parts of the building that were unfinished such as the ceiling of the
debate chamber.
Early colleges in the U.S. were organized differently than English colleges. The
original facilities of Harvard, Columbia, and William and Mary were housed in free
standing buildings outside the city or as at Columbia in a landscaped park-like space
within the city. These buildings often served several functions- living, teaching, and
student activities.2 4
As the colleges and cities in the U.S. began to grow, the multi-use halls were not
sufficient to house all of the colleges activities. Several universities such as Penn relo-
cated. Others such as Harvard expanded out-side their original boundaries. Following
the English example several built unions to offset these changes and restore a level of
social interaction. 25
At Penn, home of the first student, union in the U.S., the need was for a meeting
place on the new West Philadelphia campus. "They really had only a choice of a
saloon or a cigar shop or places of that kind to frequent. At that time no Eastern
University had what is called a Union after the English fashion or a Student's Hall."
26 The union provided suitable interaction of the campus with the urban fabric
and a common social meeting ground for a variety of campus activities. Circulation
through the buildings served as one of the transition points from the public streets
with streetcar connection to the city center and the campus. In plan this reading is
apparent in the public terrace facing the street and the campus terrace facing the
rear. It was this social aspect that was emphasized versus the debating function at
Oxford and Cambridge. Though the union was supposedly modeled after the English
unions, bars were also omitted, perhaps due to partial support by the Philadelphia
clergy. Space for religious services was provided as were athletic facilities.
The Penn union design was developed as the result of an architectural competition
open to students and graduates of the Penn department of architecture. Two students
2 4Paul Turner, Campus, MIT Press, Cambridge, MA
2 Ann Strong and George Thomas, The Book of the School, University of Pennsylvania Press,
Philadelphia, PA, 1990,p.5 3
26Ibid, p.53
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Figure 2-8: Houston Hall- Penn and the Harvard Union
won the competition, one designed the outside, another the inside. 2 7
Again, though the building was a union, the form of the structure was more like
the early U.S. college buildings and was set freestanding in the campus. English
models cited were country houses rather than the actual earlier unions. 28
The Harvard union, now called the Freshman Union, was constructed in 1901.
Following expansion of the university under Charles Eliot and construction of private
dormitories including those of the 'Gold Coast' for well-connected students, the union
provided a new common meeting ground for Harvard students. Designed by the firm
of McKim, Mead and White the building was however oriented differently from the
Penn facility. Instead of facing a public street and providing amenities such as a
terrace, the building defined a private yard as did the contemporary gates and fences
by the same firm. Thus, the union was a meeting place for students but not for the
campus and the city as at Penn. Similar to Penn and other early U.S. unions, dues
were charged to support the costs of the facility.
In Europe, unions were constructed in some countries. In Helsinki Finland, at
the Technical Institute a student union was constructed following a competition in
1905.29 Unlike the English, and U.S. examples, the Finnish union was integrated with
the surrounding urban fabric. The building is distinguished by the facade and form
treatment of a Karelian castle from the surrounding context. The building also relates
to the street. as shops are located on the first floor and activity spaces above. Since
the Finnish unions are self-supporting these commercial aspects were essential.3 0
Traditionally, other European universities were dispersed into the urban fabric
and did not develop specialized student activity facilities. "Is that hard school of
life a fruitful education or a public danger? The students of Paris, in poor shape
physically, ill fed, living in the promiscuity of alleys and dark stairways, austerely
mix the knowledge of the sciences with that of life. ... Remaining uncertain, I refrain
27Ibid., p. 53
21George Nitzsche,The Houuston Club of the University of Pennsylvania, 1913, p. 6
29J onathan Moorhouse, Helsinki Jugendstil Architecture, Otava Publishing Company, Helsinki,
19 8 7 ,p. 165
30Eugene Sternberg, Community Centers and Student Unions, Van Nostrand Reinhold, New York,
NY, 1971, p. 40
from passing judgment."3 1
Other U.S. universities such as MIT built unions later but were influenced by the
examples at Harvard and Penn. 32 Again at MIT, the construction of the union came
following the movement and expansion of the campus from Boston to Cambridge. One
early proposal even illustrated moving the original Rogers building to Cambridge.
The student union planned for the new campus of IIT by Mies Van Der Rohe in his
designs of 1939 previewed many of the issues addressed by facilities following WWII.
Mies' design included a union with flexible space joined to an administration building
and fronting a plaza across from a library. The plaza was crossed by a public road
leading to the surrounding neighborhoods. Thus a spatial link to the surrounding
urban fabric existed but not a physical one.
An alternate to the development of student centers was demonstrated in Frank
Lloyd Wright's design for Florida Southern College. Wright's plan consisted of a
group of buildings responding to particular requirements. The buildings are placed in
an existing orange grove, and linked by covered walkways. Areas for student activities
occur between buildings. The orange grove forms another layer of space for activity
use. Florida Southern, like many of the early U.S. examples, was relatively small and
therefore did not have the needs of larger universities.
The University of California at Berkley has conducted an almost continuous devel-
opment, of student activity facilities since the end of WWII. Responding to the need
for additional facilities, the alumni studied the campus in the late 1940's.3 3 This
study was later included in a master plan which called for design of a new student
center. 34 The master plan also indicated the plans for expansion into the community
by the university.
Following a competition, the new student center complex was designed by Vernon
31Le Corbusier, When The Cathedrals Were White, Reynal and Hitchcock, New York, NY, 1947,p.
1353 2H. E. Kebbon, Student Housing at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, The Architectural
Forum, June, 19 17 ,p.1 5 4
3 3Students At Berkley, A Study of Their Extracurricular Activities With Suggestions For Improve-
ments On and Off Campus To Broaden Preparation For Citizenship, California Alumni Association,
1948
34 University of California-Berkley Planning Office, Long Range Development Plan, 1962
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Demars. The mass of the complex was separated into component parts which also
allowed for construction over several years. The facilities were linked by a series
of outdoor spaces which related to existing circulation patterns through the campus.
The spaces also related the complex to adjacent structures such as the administration
building. These plazas then opened directly to the street. The buildings were designed
in a modernist vocabulary and the plans allowed for flexible use of spaces as at IIT.
Several other examples of student activity facility design have addressed particular
design issues since the 1960's. At the University of Oregon, Christopher Alexander
was able to implement some of the ideas he had developed in A Pattern Language
and other publications. Starting with these ideas and advocating user involvement in
planning and preference for small incremental growth, Alexander developed a campus-
wide planning approach which has been used for all new construction since the early
1970's.
Several other unusual developments in the area of student activity facilities were
the Campus in the City Plan for Bedford Stuyvesant and the plan for Kresge College.
At Bedford Stuyvesant a plan was developed though not implemented to use vacant
lots in various parts of the city to house a new community college. The college would
thus be fully integrated with the fabric of the city as would student activity facilities.
At. the Kresge College at the Unversity of California at Santa Cruz, MLTW de-
signed a new college organized by a terraced set of street-like spaces similar to an
Italian hill town. Student activity facilities were dispersed throughout the complex.
Another approach was utilized at San Francisco State where the architects tried to
involve the users in the design process. The center was also seen as a type of built
park centrally located on the campus. Another project at the University of New Mex-
ico developed the idea of user involvement in a renovation. The architect Antoine
Predock developed the renovation plan with input from users. Marketing studies were
also utilized as was done as part of the Stratton Center renovation at MIT.
As part of UC Berkley's continuing growth, a recent study was conducted to locate
a new facility for student services- career counseling, etc. on the campus. The study
considered several locations, the student user groups, the effect of the construction
on the campus, and relation to other facilities. More aspects of this study are covered
in chapter 7.
At Penn, the first new all campus center since Houston Hall is in the planning
stages. As part of the study conducted prior to the development of a design, Venturi,
Scott Brown Associates researched student commuting data. An analysis of the use
of the campus for activities was also conducted and several sites were examined.
Surveys were utilized to determine needs of students. Meetings were held with various
campus groups to obtain input. Finally the relation of activities and structure to the
surrounding urban area was analyzed. Phasing of construction was also considered.
The facility's importance to the intellectual development of students is seen as the
major reason for providing a high quality design. This approach will be discussed in
greater detail in chapter 7.
Development of facilities for student, activities has continued internationally as
well. In Finland, designs by Alvar Aalto and Reima Pietila retain many aspects of
the surrounding landscape and relate these to the activities inside. In Wales, student
centers provide all signage in two languages English and Welsh as well as programming
to serve various groups. In England, a number of post-occupancy evaluation studies
were conducted in the 1960's to attempt to evaluate the success of particular designs.
This practice was further developed in New Mexico by Wolfgang Preiser and others.
While many other countries do not have specific facilities for student activities, most
have areas of the surrounding urban fabric or campus where students, faculty, and
others gather.
As suggested by the Penn study, the focus of student activities facilities design has
shifted towards its intellectual role. Much of the discussion regarding the facilities at
symposia and in recent educational literature reinforces this point.
2.4 Outline of Approach
Like jugglers, designers must work with various changing elements they are given and
create a performance in light and space, in solid void and time. Unlike jugglers they
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can't allow anything to drop, even ocassionally, and their "performances" may have a
lasting effect on the environment. If in addition, they are to utilize changing factors
to develop their work, how would they need to modify their approach? One response
might be that they would have to have a good idea of their options and some means
of prioritizing decisions. This would probably mean both a knowledge of established
ideas and some theoretical orientation.
Use of the approach would be non-linear to allow its use at any point in the design
process. The conditions of a particular situation would be a primary influence on the
approach.
Unlike a totally open system, criteria are explicit and proposals are created to
communicate ideas to a broad audience. Formal issues would be addressed.
The users needs and aspirations would be seen as important elements not as
determinants of a solution but as information on which the architect or urban designer
could draw to enrich the design both in terms of function and aesthetically. This could
also work with a continuous system of analysis.
The ideas of the architect or urban designer would not be seen as totally objective
but rather as one of the elements to include in the design, thus the designers with
differing personal perspectives could use the approach.
Others participating inthe design process from allied fields- engineering, etc.,
would add knowledge and help to define the approach and design. Project infor-
mation input would be related to the design and construction phase to maximize its
effectiveness. Financing and resources would be considered to understand options.
Conditions of the site such as existing activities would be considered.
Interventions would be developed as part of the existing social and political in-
frastructure as much as possible, but would not be limited to top down or bottom
up. Available resources for communication would be maximized. This is not to imply
that the design could not take a critical approach, i.e. building as editorial.
To relate this to a general understanding of architecture and urban design as
mentioned before, additional layers of meaning would be developed. The work might
thus "signify the conditions of its creation" to some extent. *
Working with the approach, the designer would use the previous or first analysis
of the design as a basis for decision-making. Since negative points would be explicit,
it would be easy to attempt to utilize a modification to address these. Since positive
aspects are also stated, these would also be good sources for ideas.
A hierarchy of decisions would be created which would allow the designer to
quickly understand the consequences of a change. These would range from large scale
issues such as circulation, transportation, and the surrounding context to small scale
issues such as finishes and architectural details.
If an element changes, the implications of this factor will be considered and a
decision made as to how to respond. Following the response, the solution will be
considered again in critical terms. This does not preclude development without change
however.
2.5 How the Case Studies Will Be Utilized
This section will describe the role of the approach in the case studies. There will be
three case studies. Information from the first case will inform and play a part in the
second case. The first and second will play a role in the third. This is to simulate to
some extent the idea of a continuous system which develops a body of information
which is available to designers of other such facilities.
To simulate change, initial studies were made and then additional input was ob-
tained which required a response. This aspect was then developed in the latest version
of the study.
The first, case illustrates the use of the approach for a small student activity space.
The second case deals with an existing building renovation. A third case concerns
a new student activity facility. It, is hoped that by illustrating the approach in this
manner, it can be understood and challenged to some extent.
"William Hubbard, A System of Formal Analysis for Architectural Composition, MIT thesis,
1976, p.5 4
2.5.1 Designer Criteria
In terms of the theoretical design perspective, it is not the intention to define a the-
ory. For purposes of illustration, a series of ideas that are familiar to most readers
in architecture and urban design will serve as a base. These will then be modified
and applied. For the cases, aspects of Le Corbusier's five points of architecture will
be utilized and modified with some observations. The five points as set out by Le
Corbusier- supports, roof gardens, free design of the ground plane, horizontal win-
dows, and free design of the facade. These will not include his ideas on city planning.
The use of the points may and probably should be effected by the circumstances of
the particular project. As mentioned in Towards A New Architecture exteriors will be
seen as interiors. 3' Also some present attitudes toward technology will be considered
versus the outlook of Le Corbusier in the 1920's. Use of a metaphorical landscape
in Le Corbusier's work such as proposed by Professor Passanti will overlay the five
points. In these cases consisting of references to the site, Boston region and MIT
and other student activity facilities. Also site-defining devices of the Le Corbusier's
actual urban house projects will be used- fences, gates, arbors and the like.
"eLe Corbusier, Towards A New Architecture, Dover Books, New York, NY, 1985, p.110
Chapter 3
Case One- The Muddy Charles
Pub
This chapter will illustrate the use of the approach for a small scale student activity
space- the IMuddy Charles Pub.
3.1 The Muddy Charles Pub As An Example of
An Activity Space
The 1luddy Charles Pub is an organization overseen jointly by the Graduate Student
Council and the Office of the Dean for Student Affairs. The Pub serves students of
legal drinking age. faculty. and staff of the Institute and associated facilities. The
pub is administered by a Board of Governors. Graduate student board members are
confirmed by the Graduate Student Council. Other members are silnypl approved
by the board. Day to day operations are directed by a manager. The pub is staffed
by MIT graduate students. Located on the MIT campus in the Walker Memorial.
the pub operates on weekdays and weeknights. The pub is licensed by the City of
Cambridge with an "educational license to sell beer and wine.-
3.2 History of The Muddy Charles Pub
The pub was founded by MIT graduate students from England. hence the name pub.
Initially, the group had no set location of operation and met at various locations on
campus at announced times. After a period of operation in this format, the Pub suc-
cessfully requested and was granted space for a permanent location by the Institute.
Space was allocated to the pub on the first floor of the Walker Memorial. The area
originally served as a library according to the plans published in the A rchitcctural
Forum of 1917. The pub pays no rent but is self-supporting for staff salaries, utilities,
and other expenses. In addition, the pub has paid for various improvelments to the
space, ie. carpet and furniture since obtaining use of the space.
The Board of Governors in consultation with the Graduate Student Council plans
any modifications or maintenance to the pub. Issues of this nature are discussed at
meetings of the board.
Like other public rooms of the Walker. the pub has a somewhat monumental scale
with 16 foot high ceilings and Beaux-Arts detailing. In the 19 60's a heavy wood grid
with lighting and speakers was installed suspended from the ceiling. Vhile breaking
up the large scale of the room the device also obstructs the room's detailing.
3.3 Current Use of The Muddy Charles Pub
Currently, the pub operates during the week with greatest use at lunchtimes and
during the evenings. On the weekends. the pub is rented for parties to generate
additional income. Financially. the pub attempts to make sufficient income to pay
staff, provide for replacement of old equipment. and develop reserves for any needed
improvements. However, pricing is developed to serve primarily graduate students
who have limited resources. At certain times of the week. the pub expands into
another space directly above the pub. In the Spring. Summer. and Fall the pub
utilizes the outdoor terrace adjacent to the main dining room of the center as well.
'I
Figure 3-1: View of Muddy Charles Pub
3.4 Future Planning for The Muddy Charles Pub
To utilize the approach, several steps were followed. First, an appraisal of the present
pub environment- aesthetics, function, and space use was developed with several
sources of input from members of the Board of Governors and manager. Issues re-
garding the building code were also reviewed. In addition, the space was reviewed as
part of a larger facility, the Walker which will be discussed later.
The analysis was developed by looking at the spaces, the activities of the group
and support activities individually. In this sense, both a analysis similar to those of
Bill Hillier and a formal analysis more similar to the approach of William Mitchell
were combined.' In addition, the relationship between the two was considered. That
is, how the activities of the pub related to the space and how space supported or
did not support the activities of the pub. This last comparison formed the basis of
analysis. These constituted the present environmental conditions or "balance sheet".
This appraisal is illustrated in figure 3-2. Like in a balance sheet, these conditions
'William Hillier, The Social Logic of Space, Cambridge University Press, 198, William Mitchell,
The Logic of Architecture, MIT Press, 1990
were either referred to as negative or positive. Resources of the group were considered.
potentials of both activities and of the space were examined. and procedures by which
change could take place. Finally, preliminary goals for improvements were outlined.
The analysis concluded that in general there was a contrast between the highly
formal organization of the space and the informal functions of the pub. The scale of
the ceilings, the symmetry and division of the pub into two distinct rooms versus the
more informal arrangement of furniture and activities of the pub which spill from one
space to the next. This contrast was not necessarily considered a negative.
Positive aspects of the pub were the space itself. the location of the pub. the
views of the Charles. the informal atmosphere. and the adjacent outdoor areas in the
summer. Negative aspects of the pub were the lighting. the suspended grid which
blocked appreciation of the ceiling. lack of storage space. ventilation for non-smokers.
Potentials to be developed included connection to the site and the river. especially
due to the name of the pub. Resources were such that incremental changes could
be accomplished as part of the operating budget. Larger improvements could )e
considered in conjunction witi eflort s of the Institute involving the entire building.
Goals then developed were: inproving the negative aspects of pub with a long term
large goal being the enclosure of the out door terrace possibly with a connection from
the pub.
Having completed this analysis. ideas for gradual improvements to the pub were
formulated. The approach was not one of decorating )ut rat her exploiting the func-
tional. spatial, and representational p)ossibilities of the facility.
Simultaneously. the traditional Graduate Stiudent Council registration day sur-
vey was utilized to gain input from 1300 graduate students on a series of questions
concerning the pub. Information from this survey was then incorporated into the
proposal. This study was then developed and presented to customers of the pub for
further input. Primary issues raised were need for additional space and desire for
additional food service.
As illustrated in figure 3-3. the proposal developed utilizes new lighting and cont rol
of light sources to add some flexibility to the character of the space. While again
providing a transition from monumental to small scale. the new lighting would not
interfere with perception of the original space. Display elements could provide a
connection with the river in terms of information and also serve to mediate between
the large scale of the space and the small scale of the tables. These elements were
also developed from some of the existing decorations of the pub. Storage is added
to the existing space, and systems work would address ventilation questions of air
exhaust. Finally, light is used to modify the character of the space yet allow the
original configuration of space to be seen in the pub. Light control could play a part
in expansion of the pub into other areas of Walker when needed.
Elements of the study allow for modification of the approach in several respects.
To allow for unforeseen changes and provi(le a strategy for response. the study and
presentation format allowed easy revision of materials. Since the designs were (level-
oped with the analysis of the pub it was clear how aspects of the design did or did not
address those criteria. Since communication between designer and users. management
was kept open and actually increased through the survey, comments and additional
ideas were also generated. The study provides a basis for future lecision-making as
well as an alternative for renovations. The information could also be used to inform
design of similar spaces on the campus.
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Chapter 4
The Walker Memorial - Case
Study Two
In this chapter. the Walker AMemorial will be used as another case study for illustration
of the use of change. In this context. the use of the approach for the renovation of an
existing building with multiple users and activities will be considered.
4.1 History of the Walker Memorial
The Walker Memorial was the first student social center of the MIT Cambridge caim-
pus constructed in 1917. Prior to relocation to Cambridge. MIT had been located
in the Back Bay area of Boston since construction of the Rogers building in 1866.
Social functions in the older location were held in part of the multifunction building
or in Boston. With construction of the new campus. an effort of the Institute and
alumni was initiated to study needs for a social student club for the new campus.1
This investigation paralleled and probably was related to a similar interest in the
construction of student unions and centers on a variety of campuses in the U.S. at
the time.
Charged with investigation of a possible student center. the alumni committee
1H. E. Kebbon, Student Housing At The Massachusetts Institute of Technology, The Architec-
tural Forum, June 1917. p. 154
Figure 4-1: Walker Soon After Construction
studied a variety of previous unions and student centers in the U.S.. In addition
the committee studied the student population of the Institute to determine needs
particular to MIT in both quantitative and qualitative terms. Having completed this
study, the Institute hired the architect Welles Bosworth to develop a design for the
building.
The design that Bosworth produced, and that was constructed reflected the early
campus planning strategies and student needs of the time. Several other aspects recall
the earlier facility in Boston. After early delays, the building served as MIT's main
student social center until the 1960's.
Like the other early buildings of the institute, the Walker Memorial was designed
in a monumental Beaux-Arts neo-classical style, with a formal symmetrical plan. The
highlight or "piece de resistance" 2 as an early critic called it was a large dining room
designed to feed the largely commuting student population of the day. Adjacent
library and lounge rooms provided for associated social, recreational activities of
reading and conversation. A private dining room for faculty and offices were connected
to the first level by a pair of large stairs. Situated above this social level were spaces
designed for recreational and athletic activities as Walker also served as athletic center
for the Institute. A large gymnasium, courts, and fitness rooms were located on the
third level. The visitor would reach these spaces by climbing the stairs with an option
of viewing the MIT trophies on display in the trophy room. Adjacent athletic facilities
2Ibid, p. 154
- the sailing pavilion on the Charles. the outdoor track (now replaced by the Green
Building), and the later Swimming Pool were also components of this athletic group.
The beginning of the U.S. involvement in WWI delayed the completion and fur-
nishing of the Walker Memorial. Infact its first use was as barracks for the training of
military personnel. Following the war. in the twenties the Walker became the primary
on campus social center of MIT.
After construction of the Stratton Center in the early sixties. the Walker Memorial
assumed the role of the secondary student center and site for activities. Gradually.
various new uses were developed for several spaces of the building. Exceptions to
this transformation are the two major spaces of the building- the dining hall and the
gymnasium which continue to be used for their original functions.
4.2 Current Use of the Walker Memorial
Currently, the Walker performs a variety of duties for the Institute. First as men-
tioned, the building acts as a secondary student center. In addition, the facility is
home to several student organizations. several activity facilities such as the Muddy
Charles Pub and the Institute radio station. and parts of the Institute theater work-
shop. Most of these functions occur during the weekdays an( evenings. On weekends,
the Walker is often the site of events for various Institute and conference users.
Eventuallv. the Walker will undergo renovations which will allow for continued
use and perhaps additional roles. These will have to include bringing the facility into
compliance with building. accessibility, and energy codes. Consideration of increasing
the utilization of the spaces in the building will also have to be considered. Lastly.
the designers will have to consider preserving as much of the original character of the
building while bringing it up to present building codes.
Figure 4-2: View of Walker Dining Room
4.3 Future Planning of the Walker Memorial
Beginning with a background of the past of the Walker and its current use, ideas and
proposals for the future were generated. Theses included forwarding the results of the
Muddy Charles Study. Additional approaches included interviews of user groups of
the building, review of the applicable codes, and a survey of students. Previously, a
study had been conducted of literature regarding renovation of student activity facil-
ities and several renovated facilities had been visited. Finally, the Institute personnel
involved in the renovation of the Stratton Center were interviewed to learn about the
steps involved in that case. In addition, as with the Muddy Charles an approach to
the design was outlined.
The analysis of the Walker extended the use of the approach to a large building as
illustrated in figure 4-3. As noted, Walker had been designed to accommodate a set
group of activities many of which had changed in the intervening 84 years. As a result,
the spaces and forms of the building hide the highly diverse and varied activities of
the present user groups. Again as with the first case, interventions would seem to
need to respect the original aspects of the building while allowing for support and
celebration of current activities.
Using the same format as that used for the first case aspects of the building were
analyzed. Positive aspects of the building included the site, the availability of the
large dining room and gymnasium for functions. The detailing of the original building
while monumental is notable to some degree and part of the original assembly of
Institute buildings. The building handles several functions well and diverse functions
well. Negatives include the underutilization of spaces due to their design for one
function only. old and inefficient building systems .and structural problems in the
gallery of the dining hall. There are also egress and accessibility problems. There
is a lack of connection between the front of the building and back. There is also a
lack of amenities and wasted circulation space. Finally. several people mentioned the
building's isolation from the rest of the campus. despite its central location. Potentials
of the building included the use of the site. the adjacency to the humanities library.
dorms and activity spaces. Another aspect was the amount of space that could
be made usable with additional resources. Finaly, the building's past use could
be better communicated and appreciated. For the purposes of the study. resources
were considered simply to bring the building up to code and provide significant but
respectful renovations.
Results of the initial st udy were then reviewed with members of the Campus
Activity Advisory Committee and their comments noted in revisions. In addition.
it was learned that one additional part of the building. the roof. may need to be
replaced, a need which generated additional ideas.
Based on the studies of the facility several key objectives would need to be ad-
dressed by any renovation to the Walker. Structural defects would need to be cor-
rected. mechanical systems would need to be replaced. accessibility and egress code
compliance would have to be achieved and an approach to the preservation of certain
aspects of the building's original design would have to be developed. Finally. means
by which greater utilization of the facility could be generated would probably have
to be considered to warrant the expense of renovation. From studies and interviews
of users. several areas of the facility would also benefit from study.
At one level, the Walker is an artifact of the early structure of the campus and
evidence of some conuitment by the institute from an early stage towards the social
life of the students. In its plan. the building reflects a set series of events which
compose its program all formally arranged in a progression from the circulation spaces.
One enters the hall and passes on axis into the dining hall or up the symmetrical st airs
through the trophy room and into the athletic portion of the structure.
Another function of the structure is as a social attic for MIT with a radio station.
several student groups. offices, and theater arts facilities all placed in the same struc-
ture. It is a good example of how the uses of a student activity facility may change
over time. When the present plans are compared with original plans very few spaces
remain as originally designed with the exception of the gym and dining hall. Of the
other spaces in the building. only the circulation spaces remain as designed.
Finally. the building serves as a good example of facilities which have greater
potential than current use would indicate. Though at one time the activity center of
the campus. Walker currently underutilizes many of its spaces (i.e. the dining room)
while others are limited by space constraints(Muddy). The river front of the building
receives limited use due to the movement of athletic facilities reducing circulation
through the building and the division of the groumid floor into two parts when the
dining room is closed.
The approach to the design for the renovation is to play with these two contrasting
aspects, the formal original use an( structure and the present more informal. Together
the attempt is to create a dialog in which the ol(1 structire and building is read but
where at the same time the present use amid needs are expressed. Key elements of this
approach are light, both artificial and natural. systems which relate to present use
of the space, and views to the exterior as a means of strengthening the relationship
of the present functions of the building with the site. This proposal is illustrated in
figure 4-4.
As mentioned. the circulation spaces of the building are similar to their original
arrangement. They would be renovated andI restored incorporating systems required
by codes with an effort to preserve as much as possible of their character. Within
these spaces, as suggested by the earlier pub study, lighting could be used to change
atmosphere and allow for a more flexible use with the adjacent student activities.
In place of athletic trophies, information regarding MIT student activities could be
displayed in areas articulated in original building drawings. Therefore, when visiting
the building, the original sequence of viewing information related to the building's
activities would be updated. These displays could also be changing to adapt to special
programs and uses.
Provision of utilty floor boxes- electrical, water, and phone in the dining room
would support introduction of serving stations. The moveable stations with fire-
resistant fabric coverings would be useful for several reasons. These stations would
reduce the scale of and add color to the space. Use of such stations would allow
use of the room between large events and provide for sale of beverages and food to
complement the Muddy Charles Pub. For large events the stations could be removed
restoring the original appearance of the room if desired. It is assumed that introduc-
tion of computing network stations to areas of the building would also provide greater
use of the facility at non-meal times. Greater use of the space would also reconnect
the front, of the building to the back to a greater degree. The terrace areas of the
building could also be enclosed by glass allowing these popular areas to be used for
more of the year and opening the interior to the surrounding landscaped areas.
Repair of the roof would also allow for the introduction of natural light to the
gym and offices with additional skylights.
be made accessible with the addition of ramps. A new egress stair is also proposed.
As in the first case, these recommendations could inform future study. Again they
will be forwarded to the third case.
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Chapter 5
Case Study Three- An
International Student Center
In this chapter, the approach will be used to develop a hypothetical design for an
international student center at the edge of the MIT campus near Kendall Square. As
noted this is a hypothetical design and does not reflect a proposal for a real student
center. Hopefully, this study will help inform discussion concerning aspects and means
by which the area near the Kendall Square T and the institute could be developed.
As opposed to the earlier studies, this case will involve the design of a new structure
instead of a modification or renovation. As in the other cases, the various elements
affecting and affected by the design will be considered. In this case however, the
additional aspects of the campus plan, adjoining public realm and Cambridge Center
development at Kendall Square will be considered.
Naturally, one of the most challenging aspects of this case is that it represents one
of the most complex problems an architect or urban designer must face- a project
with many changing factors. During the course of design and construction many
elements can change. The various actors involved, the institution, the public realm,
citizens groups etc. all have different perspectives on such a project. Secondly, the
use of the function of a student activity facility offers the ability, if utilized, to draw
on a long tradition of ideas and approaches to buildings and environments defining
the transition from the public to the institutional realm. Finally, with several other
examples of institutional interaction in the area including one down the street at
Harvard Square there is the opportunity to consider the project's possible impact at
the larger scale of the city. Again, this case is purely hypothetical, the most applicable
ideas may be the research of ideas which can be utilized in future efforts by other
designers and by the parties involved.
5.1 History of the Site
The area around Kendall Square has undergone several stages of transformation to
arrive at its present condition as illustrated in figure 5-1. Small scale development
of the countryside began around 1793 after construction of the West Boston Bridge.
Next the area was developed for residential and commercial uses. Industrial develop-
ment of the area began around 1890 and continued until the 1960's. Finally, current
use of the area including the Cambridge-sponsored Cambridge Center project and
MIT East Campus Master Plans developed in the 1980's.
A major transformation of the site took place when 30 acres were cleared in
anticipation of construction of a facility for NASA. When the facility was located
elsewhere, the land was left unused except for the area directly adjacent to the T
station.
Gradually, new office and research development has occurred with sponsorship
from the city of Cambridge and MIT, the largest of which was the Cambridge Center
Project completed in the late 1980's. In addition, the T lengthened the platforms of
the existing station and added entrances at Cambridge Center in cooperation with the
Cambridge Redevelopment Authority. At the same time, the institute developed parts
of the East campus adding facilities with local campus importance, the health center,
as well as regional and national impact, the media lab. Due to the development of new
facilities, improvements in transportation, and redevelopment of the adjoining urban
area, the importance of the interface at Kendall Square has increased dramatically.
Despite this rapid transformation, the area is still somewhat incomplete and several
."~ ,,~ I
Figure 5-1: Kendall Square 1905, 1964, 1991
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aspects could be improved over time as has been noted by critics.' This is especially
true when compared to Harvard Square.
5.2 Current Use of the Site
Currently, the area of the campus adjoining Kendall Square serves several purposes.
First, it is one of two major points of entry and exit to and from the Institute by public
transport and the only one by direct connection with the T subway system. Secondly,
it serves as one of the major areas for commuter parking for the Institute, with several
parking lots and garages in the surrounding area. Thirdly, it provides the greatest
concentration of commercial services to the Eastern part of the campus including the
MIT Coop and other facilities in Cambridge Center and on Main Street. Fourthly, it
houses several Institute-affiliated facilities and resources such as the Whitaker College
and the Lowell Institute. Fifth, the area provides housing for students and residents
of the community. Lastly, the area contains several industrial and manufacturing
businesses which remain from the areas earlier use. Many of these are shown as being
phased out as part of MIT Planning Studies. Current plans call for development of
the area south of Cambridge Center by the Institute. These conditions are illustrated
in figures 5-2, 5-3, 5-4,and 5-5.
5.3 M.I.T. Considerations
Institute considerations for the area are outlined in the Northeast Sector Master Plan
and the earlier East Campus Master Plan. Like other areas of the campus, a concern
for allowing interaction of Institute members, a sense of community and security for
an open campus are key elements. Planned development calls for additional institu-
tional and academic facilities. Thereby expanding the teaching and research activities
of the Institute in the area. Development is to proceed in stages with modifications
1 Robert Campbell, There's Room For Improvement In Cambridge Center's Future, Boston Globe,
October 1990
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as required by program requirements. With this development, common areas and
activity spaces will be planned with new structures. Thus the sense of campus will
be defined as the plan progresses. As was mentioned in an earlier report, the area
is in effect "a gateway to MIT."2 New development would need to be able to adapt
to changing surroundings while also playing a part in the development of the East
Campus environment. General considerations such as providing a pleasant environ-
ment and introduction of landscaped areas are also indicated in most of the reports.
Other issues would include minimizing maintenance costs and some development of
the site's revenue producing potential.
5.4 Cambridge Considerations
A major concern of the surrounding community is the effect of further development
and the availability of affordable housing. To address this the Cambridge Redevelop-
ment Authority has attempted to plan for the construction of some housing as part
of the continuing development of the area. 3 In addition, there is the concern that
development to date has created a "mini ghost town" at night as was reported in
local newspapers. On the other hand, the development of the area has made major
contributions to the tax base and created a large number of jobs. 4
Lack of activity at night is one of the issues discussed regarding recent crime in the
area. As part of the Cambridge Community Development review of projects, other
general concerns are potential for neighborhood use and amenities.
The Cambridge Redevelopment Authority has been a key actor in the Kendall
Square area redevelopment. The Authority which is a city-sponsored agency acts as
both intermediary and or organizer on various projects to represent community goals
and understand developers concerns.
Recent actions have including negotiations with developers and city agencies. Pub-
lic jurisdiction portions usually including street improvements and amenities of de-
2Gruzen,East Campus Master Plan
'Joseph Tulimieri, Cambridge Redevelopment Authority Report, 1987
'Tom Ehrenfield, AI Alley, Technology Review, July 1987
velopment projects. Work with neighborhood groups on long range planning issues
such as housing, as mentioned and job creation.
5.5 Zoning and Building Code Considerations
As part of its zoning review and community development procedures, the city of
Cambridge would review projects of scale greater than 20000 square feet. For purposes
of review a project description, site plan and elevation are reviewed by the city's
community development commission. Uses other than the existing institutional or
industrial would also come under review.
5.6 Relation to Other Parts of the City
Like Harvard and Central Squares, Kendall Square is one of the key public elements
or nodes of Cambridge. Yet unlike these other areas, it is still in the process of
being defined in terms of new development and composition. With the expansion
and development of new technologies and expansion of the Institute in the area, it
may be possible to consider the effect of these actions on shaping the character of the
Kendall Square.
5.7 External Users of the Site
There are several groups which constitute the non-institute users of the site. These
include visitors, people employed by the Cambridge Center offices, people using the
T system, and people from the surrounding Cambridge community. Use of the area
is heaviest at rush hour in the morning and in the afternoons and at lunchtimes. Use
of the area is greatly reduced after about 8pm when many of the businesses close.
Use of the area is fairly light on weekends and extremely light compared to Harvard
or Central Squares.
5.8 Future Planning Options
For purposes of the study, if a new student center were to be considered perhaps
as something of an alternative to the existing Stratton Center and complementing
Cambridge Center it would need to develop several features. These would begin
with the possibility of adding elements over time, potential for exploiting location
and convenience to Boston, and addressing Institute's needs in support of teaching
and research goals. As a secondary goal, the facility could also be an asset to the
community. As in the first two cases, the approach was to begin with analysis of
the existing spaces and activities of the area. In this case however, the additional
consideration of building a new intervention was considered.
The existing site has several distinctive elements. An adjacency to Cambridge
Center, its role as one of the points of entry to the campus and city, views of Boston
towers, finally it is located at the end of the walkway leading from the original build-
ings of the institute to Kendall Square.
The presently existing activities are circulation, the Institute Health Center, access
to transport, some commercial, and parking.
Unlike the previous cases there is no existing element organizing these elements
except for the street which has been interrupted by the installation of the subway.
Clearly one issue to be addressed is how a new project would respond to this condition
and what role it would play.
If an attempt is made to consider the positive aspects of the site several elements
would be cited. Adjacency to the public realm and Cambridge Center as mentioned.
Access to commercial facilities such as the MIT Press. The axial relationship to the
the campus. The potential for future development of the area both immediate and
in the surrounding area. The areas past history and relation to the growth of the
institute and city. Access to the subway and transportation services. Finally, the site
is easily accessible from other areas such as Harvard and Boston.
On the other hand if a list of negative aspects of the site were to be considered,
several elements would appear. The site unlike other areas of MIT is not used except
during work days. Also as mentioned this results in its deserted character at night.
This is especially true in comparison to Harvard Square. Presently, the site does not
present an attractive entry to MIT. There is no sense of arrival as at most campuses.
Finally, there is no sense of relation of the parts. The only exception to this being
the adjacent Cambridge Center.
For purposes of this study it will be assumed that primary funding has been
obtained from a large bequest to the Institute from a private donor.
Potentials for the project would be in several respects. First the ability to relate
the project to the rest of the campus as well as the adjacent Cambridge Center and
Kendall Square development. Articulation of arrival and entry to MIT from Kendall
Square. Creation of a "Harvard Square of MIT" by working with the existing elements
of the area and suggesting future development. Utilizing the research and educational
goals of MIT and also contributing to the public realm in this case public space.
Definition and development of the physical and symbolic connection of the Institute
and the city.
The potentials of the particular function used will be to exploit several current
and future factors. One, to provide a platform for the discussion and demonstration
of issues related to international students and studies. This would also include pos-
sibilities for future opportunities such as classes by telecommunication means with
universities in other countries and activities related to visiting groups.
Procedures would include development of ideas from various aspects of the Insti-
tute community, consideration of administrative and planning goals, and review by
community agencies.
Chapter 6
Further Exploration of the Third
Case Study
6.1 Building Considerations
6.1.1 Program
For programming of the building, elements of the Walker will be used with additional
components generated by surveys and observations of other student activity facilities
on the MIT campus and at other campuses.
For purposes of the thesis, users will be seen as primarily students and visitors to
the campus during business and weekend hours, faculty, and staff.
A variety of types of groups may want to use the facilities of the center including
the various student groups from foreign countries at MIT. The center would also
be seen as providing those services not necessarily available at other places on the
campus or in the community.
It will be assumed that the center will meet all applicable building codes in addi-
tion, the design may incorporate various features which are in stages of development
in the construction industry.
Maintenance for the facility will be provided by a maintenance crew assigned to
the building as is the case for the other student centers. Provision will be made to
close parts of the facility to allow for maintenance as part of the normal operation of
the facility.
The building operation will be directed in two cycles. One will follow the school
year to allow for maximum use by the MIT community. The facility will remain
open but will operate somewhat differently for the remainder of the year. On a daily
schedule, the facility will allow for different levels of use throughout the day to provide
for maximum flexibility and allow for security. This will essentially mean that like
other buildings at the edge of the campus, the building will be most accessible during
the day and gradually become more limited in terms of access at night.
The assumption is that the building will be international in terms of the users,
communication, displays and activities. Also this will be in its relation to the commu-
nity. Currently, MIT has roughly 8% international undergraduates and 44% interna-
tional graduate students. In addition, many of the faculty and staff are originally from
other countries. This is a tremendous resource to the Institute especially in terms
of understanding other countries in an increasingly interrelated world economically,
politically, etc. There is also the opportunity to provide a setting for discussions of re-
lated issues at both the Institute and community level. Recent speculation regarding
the future of education has discussed the possibility of classes by video and telephone
hookup in several locations. Providing a location for equipment of this kind would
be an option. In student activity facilities in countries with more than one language,
signage and other information is provided in more than one language. Other low tech
means such as displays could communicate information about issues and conditions
in various areas of the world. Activities which could educate other students about the
culture and history on an international level could be hosted. Finally international
student advising and career services could be located in the facility.
6.1.2 Client
The facility will give first priority to functions of the institute. While it is likely that
because of its location, the facility will have a large number of non-MIT visitors, its
main function will be serving the needs of the MIT community.
In terms of administration, it is assumed that the design and facility will be under
the direction of the campus activities complex similar to other student activity facil-
ities. The complex would coordinate advising activities on center management and
programming with the assistance of representatives from international and campus
student groups, faculty, administration, and staff.
Planning development of the design will proceed in accordance with the guidelines
of the Northeast Sector Planning Framework. Though not a part of the present plan,
the center design will work with the same assumptions concerning future use and
performance of the area of the campus from an Institute perspective.
Maintenance work will proceed in shifts with lockers provided for Physical Plant
use. Similar to other student activity facilities, a team of maintenance personnel will
be assigned to the facility.
6.1.3 Knowledge from Association of College Unions Inter-
national
Several issues are generated from information from the ACUI. In addition to the
connection with the long term campus planning prescribed, space for management
and programming of activities will be provided. Adequate area for storage will be
provided. Also the design will incorporate information from field publications. The
center will not try to compete with private sector facilities currently in the area rather
the idea would be to complement existing resources.
6.1.4 Financial
It is assumed that large donations to the institute will be available to underwrite the
cost of facility construction. Beyond this initial funding it is assumed that the center
must be self-supporting in its operations. Furthermore it is assumed that due to the
experimental nature of the structure that additions or renovations may be expected.
6.1.5 Building Regulations
Under the Cambridge zoning code the site is located in an industrial district. It is
assumed that in whatever case, the building would have to go before the appropriate
review boards as part of the design development process.
6.1.6 Construction
Construction would have to be accomplished in such a manner as to create minimal
disruption of the adjacent activities of the institute and Cambridge Center. In par-
ticular, the access to the Health Center and to the T station could not be interrupted
by construction.
6.1.7 Time
It will be assumed that due to the nature of the site, and its many uses, that the
project may be developed in phases which allow for work to proceed without inter-
rupting the activities in the area. One notion of the design is the project will be a
continuing state of construction or at least modification.
From information developed in the survey as well as other research, ideas devel-
oped must be arranged in some form accessible to the maximum number of parties.
Due to the requirements of the community review process, site plans, facade eleva-
tions, and project descriptions will be utilized. In addition, a model will be used to
communicate ideas as well. It is assumed also that as part of an ongoing process after
the design and construction evaluation could continue.
6.2 Ideas Developed- Project Description
At the scale of the city, the notion of the new facility would be to help develop the
character of Kendall Square. If Harvard Square is the square of history and relation
to the past - oldest university, old buildings, etc.. Kendall Square could be the square
of change and of the future. This would be pursued at several levels. Some aspects
of this are already existing such as the juxtaposition of the older buildings with the
reflective glass skyscrapers of Cambridge Center. To accomplish this in the new area,
like preservation guidelines would be guidelines mandating changing elements. These
could be of a high tech nature such as signage as well as low tech displays. The facility
also allows for certain areas to be constantly changing.
Consistent with previous studies of the site, the setting of the facility will be a
park-like space or square. In a sense, like the original colleges the facility will consist
of institutional functions in a green space. This notion will be used to tie the various
elements around the facility and set a direction for future projects to follow. As such
the facility will complement the Cambridge Center Complex to the North which is
mostly an open plaza with hard surfaces and a small amount of landscaping.
Approaching the facility from the T or Cambridge Center, A tower-like assembly
will demark the facility. On this assembly which could be made in part of recycled
elements from construction projects could be a display of time. In this case, not a
clock-like display but time as atomic clocks record it as a sign wave. The approach
from the institute would be related through the addition of an entry canopy and
landscaping at the medical center.
The impression of the facility would be of one square with trees and a lawn. this
would unite the various elements around the facility. Trees and plantings would be
placed in both the public accessible and institute areas to emphasize this aspect of
the facility.
Unlike an ordinary park, this one would serve the Institute and international
issues. As a result, users of the facility even visitors would sense the international
aspect of the area and be able to learn about international and scientific issues.
Displays and information would be available throughout the facility and adjacent
area. Information in the public areas could allow for interaction such as the two
installations in the subway station which produce sounds.
One key concern for the location will be the control of public and private or
institutional use since the facility will be in the most public of any area of the campus.
The strategy will be to allow varying amounts of use on the time of the day with the
exception of the area which is presently, the public area of the street which will remain
open 24 hours per day.
This operation will be something like a system modeled on the tide which will
open and fill to facility during the day, including overflow from or complementing the
Cambridge Center, and recede at night. A model some critics have used for analysis
of urban areas of the city. 1
Floodgates, or dams in the case of engineering beavers, would control the flow so
to speak of the access through the facility. Some of these would be developed as part
of the initial design however others could be added with additional development.
As mentioned earlier, the facility could complement the Cambridge Center Project.
In a sense, the area of the two facilities might be seen as part of one place. One half
being commercial and relating to applied knowledge or information. The other half
academically oriented and relating to non-applied information. In other words a
"square for earning and a square for learning" so to speak. To play off of this idea
and relate to design ideas, the character of the new area could be park-like and green
as mentioned before versus the paved surfaces of Cambridge Center. food service
and commercial activities would be provided by trucks, operators of establishments
in Cambridge Center, and temporary vendors.
While relating to Cambridge Center on the city side, the facility could also relate
in terms of programming and certain design moves to the Institute and the areas of
the media lab. Activities of those areas could also spill over into the facility.
Steps and ramps would lead to the enclosed areas of the facility. These in turn
would be oriented out towards views of the planted areas. Within the center would be
an information center, displays, and access to the elements of the facility. These would
include lounges and rooms for programs and meetings, offices for international student
affairs and facility programming, electronic bulletin boards for student organizations,
and space for communication with facilities in other countries.
Components of the center would allow for maximum changes while continuing
and relating to the general ideas of the development. Since the facility would need
'Stanford Anderson, On Streets, MIT Press, Cambridge, MA, 1980
to develop over time, it would be assumed that each development would relate to the
complex but would also attempt to reflect the conditions and development of ideas of
its time in terms of materials, technology, architecturally this would mean allowing
and encouraging diversity.
Since it is assumed that like many student activity facilities the project will un-
dergo changes, the original facility will be seen as the first of many steps. The notion
will not be to develop a system which can allow for anything but rather to incorporate
general aspects which lend themselves to future additions.
The plans are intended to allow flexibility of use by maximizing combinations
of uses. In addition as was developed in the first two cases, light and changing
arrangement will allow for various uses of individual spaces.
As has been mentioned, the approach is to use ideas of Le Corbusier's five points.
Though since we have now moved to another phase of industrial development and
since this seems relevant to the program the design incorporates ideas regarding
recycling of industrial and energy materials use.
6.3 Response to Change
Response to change will be noted and a criterion for modification will be developed to
determine how the change will modify the design. the criteria is developed from the
analysis of the site and the project as the design progresses. This will then provide
criteria for a later change to the design if necessary.
6.4 Assessment of New Idea
The use of explicit criteria will allow the comparison of a particular development to
be compared with an earlier step. This will also allow for a quicker understanding of
how a change may effect the design.
Change
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6.5 Acceptance of Design
Once a decision is made to accept the design, this would not end the process of
responding to information but would change the criterion under which changes could
be made since a legal agreement would be entered. The focus of input would then shift
to aspects of design within the agreed design. Two means would be used to monitor
this: the project scheduling and aspects of the design which are not set by the base
contract. Legally, this would represent the transition to the design development or
construction phase.
6.6 Construction
To continue in construction phase, the basis of the construction agreement must be
understood and those issues highlighted that could benefit from input during this
step. Like users the builders of the project would be consulted as part of the bidding
and construction phases to gain a maximum allowable input within the guidelines
of the contract. Designers would gain, since some of the builders decisions result in
direct improvement or negative results to the project.
6.7 Evaluation of Completed Building
As part of continuing study of student activity facilities by using the methodology the
project would generate information which could be reused in other projects. Specifi-
cally, these would include surveys and other such information. Analytical information
and changes to those factors during design and construction could also be recorded.
These would be added to information concerning existing facilities.
Chapter 7
Comparison to Other Design
Approaches
This chapter will compare several current approaches to design of student activity
facilities with those discussed in the case studies. The term approach will be used
since though some of the cases have been processes, an approach was developed as
part of the work. First, two specialized cases of student activity facility design will
be compared with the proposal. The other cases discussed will be of a more general
nature. Finally, t.he present student activity facility design at. MIT will be compared
to the study. However, it should be noted that many aspects of this approach have
been incorporated into the study.
The first two examples probably represent the forefront of thinking concerning
design of student activity facilities. Discussion of them is developed after t-his ac-
knowledgment.
7.1 University of California
As previously mentioned, the University of California at Berkley conducted a study
in the late 1980's for a student services facility which was seen as complementing
the facilities of the existing student center, though under another division of the
university.
CENTRAL GLADE: ADDENDUM ALTERNATIVE
~cn'In terms of the overall organization of spaces, reception and
filing functions are of central importance to the unit. College
advisers, transfer evaluation, and graduation advising need access
to both reception and file areas. Support staff and the deans'
offices are closely linked to college advisers, and the deans also
need proximity to general administrative staff and functions.
raduatiot Unit staff have expressed a desire to be able to enter and leave
advising the building without going past students in the reception areas
(see diagram).
staff
Figure 7-1: Illustrations From Berkley Study
While utilizing the available data from associated studies, the Berkley project
is not seen as part of a continuous process such as at Oregon or in the proposed
approach.
Decisions regarding the large scale campus issues are outside the realn of the
study and do not inform it directly. Though siting is considered these aspects are less
developed than internal considerations. This is perhaps related to the documents role
as a program. However, since decisions affecting the external massing of the building
affect the program it. is still relevant. Issues regarding the exterior use of the building
are also undereinphasized. This is a surprising considering the extensive work done
on the use of exterior spaces at Berkley.
A major positive aspect is the discussion of positive and negative aspects of certain
options and a description of the thought process leading up to reccomendations. These
aspects have been carried into the proposed approach.
In the evaluation of open spaces and future expansion used as part of the siting
stage, the statement that locating the new building on the Glen would improve the
open spaces of the campus seems questionable. Having feedback during the design
process would probably have questioned this option to a greater degree than was done
in the study. Criticism of this aspect of the program was one of the factors forcing
the reduction of the program in the addenda.
While small group workshops are used there appears to be no evaluation of present
conditions of various student agencies and positive and negative aspects of their
present. environments. This information is also missing when decisions must be made
regarding the downsizing of the project.
While the Berkley study does a good job of analyzing the options for locating the
full program it is apparent. that it operates from assumptions which were later changed
when some of the spaces were relocated to the student center complex instead of the
planned facility. Thus the design is developed as a stand-alone facility rather than
as part of a network which is to be improved. In addition. when certain spaces were
eventually located on the campus they were in locations that were not considered.
While the availability of these areas may have changed. separating and relocating
A drawing by Venturi, Scott Brown an
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Figure 7-2: Illustrations From Penn Study
elements of the program could have been given more consideration.
By starting from the assumption of acting as part of a network of facilities, the
proposed approach may give a more accurate accessment of options for consideration.
It probably will also allow greater consideration of planning smaller groups of spaces
as well as stand alone facilities. By considering aspects of large scale and small
group ideas the proposed approach also allows for coordination of planning with
other projects as well as the needs of groups such as in the Berkley study. Finally,
by considering existing spaces and facilities the proposed approach provides another
means of considering the user's needs.
7.2 University of Pennsylvania
As mentioned earlier, at the University of Pennsylvania, a study was conducted re-
garding the design of a new campus center. The study contains some evaluation of
existing spaces and use. In fact., one of the major reasons for the study is the over-
booking of facilities in Houston Hall. Yet, there is no explicit understanding of which
parts of the existing facility are extremely successful and could be helpful in planning
the new design. This is especially intriguing since every person involved has indicated
the value of the older building. The original design of 1895 also incorporated many
of the features that the programmers have considered for the 1986 Berkley design.
Provision for dialog during development has been overlooked. Once the informa-
tion has been gathered there is no opportunity for continued involvement of informa-
tion groups. In any project, decisions must be made regarding modifying elements
of the plan. Though input was gathered in the early phases of the project, a greater
degree of involvement could be developed on a continuing basis. While this might be
seen as a negative with design and construction schedules it could also be a spring-
board for more ideas and a more effective facility if organized properly.
Unlike, the Berkley study. the Penn study carefully considered the relation of the
facility from a perceptual as well as functional standpoint in detail. An effort was
made to bring ideas to the facility from the surrounding environment. The active
nature of the facilities impact and relation to large scale planning and expansion of
the campus was also considered.
Another strength is in the clear understanding of where users commute from.
These associated transportation studies help frame the development of the program.
The Penn study also attempted to look at the whole campus, though not activities
facilities, as a system and understand how it operated at different times of the day
and in serving different users. There was also a consideration of crime and access
problems.
An attempt was made to maximize involvement though not as effectively at the
survey level as at Berkley, which like many state-funded schools conducts surveys
frequently. The study did not attempt to utilize the existing social or political or-
ganizations or functions to increase study input with the exception of ads in the
newspaper.
In general and appropriate for the period in the development of the design, the
Penn study is most effective from approaching the new facility from the surrounding
environment. It has not developed interior ideas or options nearly to the extent
of the Berkley study. While as mentioned this is acceptable due to the stage in the
design, opportunities for developing ideas regarding the center may have been missed.
Afterall, in the design program of the Houston Hall. Professor Laird called for a hall
with an important stair which played an important role in the later facility.1
While Penn is an admirable example of the effectiveness of a well planned study,
it could not compete with the information obtainable as part of a continuous study
relating to existing as well as planned facilities. Again, as at Berkley options allowing
some division of the elements into more than one facility could have been considered.
The following examples provide more general approaches for comparative pur-
poses. Starting with Christopher Alexander's work at Oregon. they are intended to
raise issues besides those of a program specific nature for consideration.
7.3 Alexander
This section will compare the approach in the case studies with that of Chrisopher
Alexander used at the University of Oregon.
While the Oregon approach involves users in the design process, the general cam-
pus population has no involvement and knowledge of the process. Thus unless you
are an architecture student, or user of a planned facility. you would be unaware of
the system. In the proposed method every effort is made to involve the maximum
number of users and general campus population so that in addition to gaining input,
consideration of the environment may be enhanced.
Part of this awareness would occur as increasing the discussion of the environment.
'Anne Strong and George Thomas,Op.Cit., p. 53
An activity node proposed for University of Oregon
Figure 7-3: Illustration From The Oregon Experiment
While in the Oregon case issues of the campus and the environment are discussed,
there is no system for organizing this discussion and reaching a consensus and of
gaining input and generating ideas.
Another aspect of the Oregon example is Alexander's assertion that the system is
meant to be used in a decentralized organization and therefore its use in the university
setting is not perfect. The proposed system attempts to work within the existing
system to develop a greater awareness and better environment. Though small scale
plans and activities can be encouraged, they can be also be in conjunction with
large scale planning, In the MIT example, the initial buildings of the institute could
not have been built incrementally whatever their shortcomings. Alexander does not
consider what universities give up by not allowing for rapid or large expansion.
Alexander's notion of not involving the designer in the early part of design studies
reduces the possibilities for considering options of construction and design that the
architect may bring to the process. In fact due to the images which are linked to
the patterns, Alexander has already focused the discussion to some degree. There is
also an unacknowledged use of the local Oregon tradition of involvement in decision
making. Thus to some extent it was not surprising that the University of Oregon used
Alexander's approach. According to the planning officials at Oregon, architects are
Stowe, the Bridgeman garden pan
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Figure 7-4: Illustrations From Collage City
often brought in earlier in the development of designs than suggested by Alexander.
Another stage consists of reviewing the user ideas for considerations of building codes
and funding proposals. In Oregon this step is added to the Alexander process. In the
proposed system, the architect would be involved earlier and these criteria would be
discussed from the start.
While part of Alexander's approach called diagnosis and repair creates an analysis
of the environment, it is of the degree of compliance with the pattern language only.
Whether this is of importance to the community or relates to available resources is
unclear.
Related to this as noted by William Hillier 2, Alexander's system is very hierarchi-
cal and in fact would not seem to lend itself to situations where several groups use
one space, such as at MIT.
7.4 Rowe
The proposed approach differs from a collage approach to the design of facilities
in the following respects. While incorporating elements from various sources, the
2William Hillier, The Social Logic of Space, New York, Cambridge University Press, 1984,p. xi
collage technique does not make any explicit attempt to tie such selection to the
design problem at hand. Thus an Oxford style garden could be used as well as a
Parisian.
To some extent the approach could be somewhat arbitrary. This is unlike the
original collages which used familiar items from French society and Picasso who used
industrial products to construct a bull, a subject which occurred often in his paintings.
In another sense, the simple use of a form in this way also may cause a loss
of richness of meaning. The dislocated form may have no meaning to a different
audience. Unlike the collages, this then allows for less involvement of the users who
may have less attachment to forms used in this way.
While both systems do not simply use the existing environment as the sole source
of ideas for the design, the collage approach is simply tied to the architect's in-
volvement only. The proposed system is connected to the social, geographic, and
architectural environment.
Lastly, the proposed system is continuous and tied to small scale users and large
scale planning. The collage approach is focused more at the single large-scale set
piece.
7.5 Habraken
Within the context of student activity facilities, the proposed approach differs from
an approach such as Professor's Habraken's in several respects. While acknowledging
that there are large grain and small grain sources of power within an academic com-
munity, the approach approaches this situation somewhat differently. Like the many
older fine grain areas of cities which still have connections to large grain utilities both
of which occupy the same space the idea is that there can be simultaneous existence
of fine and large grain. In fact this may be a good combination.
There is also the question of whether there are only these two extremes and
whether options exist. Finally, there is the question of in a given situation of who
decides which is best large or fine grain and should an effort be made to understand
the user and the particular situation.
7.6 Journals
This section will discuss differences between the case study approach and those of the
Journal of Design Methodology and other such sources.
One view would see a design method as only the outgrowth of the clients needs
and requirements. Important as these concerns are, in a situation where the users are
constantly changing and modifications are expected it is also important to consider
general information in the field and the perspectives of construction and design of
the architect or urban designer. Another way of describing these would be as indirect
user needs if such a perspective is considered.
Another challenge to many approaches are the sudden problems which cannot
wait for lengthy studies. To prepare for this, the proposed approach is oriented to
plan with groups in advance to understand key issues before such an occasion.
The work of John Zeisel attempts to look at the environment from a variety of
approaches. This study has attempted to focus on those aspects which can be directly
affected by actions in the design process. Issues regarding maintenance, for example,
would fall out-side the consideration of the study but might be considered under this
more general approach.
Finally the idea of an iterative design approach is one which has been widely
discussed. Yet as important as this general approach is. what is done with such
incoming information is equally if not more important. This is especially true when
the setting is a real project and not within the confines of the studio only.
7.7 Present MIT
Having considered several other responses to the question, it is important to discuss
the differences and similarities with the current system of design and construction of
MIT student activity spaces.
Clearly MIT has a high level of development, in understanding questions of phys-
ical area and analysis. The use of the Insite computer system and the work of the
planning department have been crucial in this regard. For questions of project factors
including specifications which describe intended qualities of new technical space, the
institute does an exceptional job. However, some aspects could be improved with a
system such as that proposed. As an aid in achieving consensus the system could
help in the development of projects. While the needs for student activities are con-
tinually changing there is no means by which to understand and foresee change on
a continuing basis. There is also no continuous post-construction system which can
reuse the information from earlier projects. Finally there are no means by which to
gauge the success or negatives of a particular area of the campus. Information which
could inform future projects and help prioritize work is not regularally collected and
analyzed.
With planning and professional advice, a great deal of the work could be done
by users and others with no specialized training. This would allow equivalent ser-
vices to those provided to large for-profit corporate clients by consultants. Especially
over a long time-frame, it, would also allow the approach's application to low bud-
get. projects. In addition, continuing reevaluation of the environment may help in
averting conditions that. force immediate drastic solutions to issues.
Chapter 8
Possible Criticisms and Potentials
8.1 Is it Possible Within The Design Process?
Clearly, one issue to be addressed would be the ability of the designer to carry out
such a method. The assumption is that many aspects of the approach are available
but need to be developed. It would not be surprising to think that most everyone has
an opinion on the built environment. Yet to be able to organize and focus these ideas
as a resource for designers would not be easy. Keys would be the ability to gain input
within the schedule for design, utilizing existing available resources, and rather than
starting from some new experimental means exploiting as many possible existing
groups and information sources as possible. Other resources could be created by
delegating opportunities for planning to users. This would also bring the expertise of
users into the design process. This could lead to greater understanding of perspectives,
additional information and even support for projects developed through these means.
It also assumes activity occurring parallel and before and after design. In corporate
projects with the use of consultants these results can be achieved. There may be
some unusual effort needed in a project with a lower budget. Such instances would
benefit from a longer term approach to lessen costs. Consulting might also broaden
areas for architectural consulting services!
8.2 Legal Considerations
Presently, the architect signs a contract with an owner. While advice is given by
consultants, how would such a system responding to changes work? Some similarities
could be found with the review process. Certain states such as Oregon and Vermont
already have regional and town planning. Other existing options are activities par-
allel to the design process such as pre-design, costructability, and post-occupancy
evaluation. As other arrangements such as bundling- breaking apart design from con-
struction supervision are developed, the participants in such a scenario would need
to allow for a high level of communication and assignment of responsibilities. As
mentioned before, input would be related to the stage of the design. Another issue
is whether the owner will want to listen to users. Some clients have objected to such
arrangements.' If such a design approach were demonstrated on a small project, it
would allow address of such fears as well as the development of project information
capable of benefiting future projects.
8.3 Has Everything Been Done Before?
The approach works from a basis of understanding past and present means and situ-
ations. However it is an attempt to model the conditions in a more systematic form.
The method involves the whole campus community not just the users.
Making an explicit decision about everything is different for the architect by de-
termining when there is a conflict and explicitly discussing this. Public involvement
is continuous and input in on large and small scales. It begins with the existing
environment and social functions, something which is a given in most cases but not
necessarally utilized. The approach brings the architect's expertise to complement ex-
isting knowledge. It also considers changes from the perspective of informing specific
decisions continually rather than only general issues or with a static set of criteria.
'Douglas Gordon, Op.Cit.
8.4 Dialog
The approach is not a oneway system such as design guidelines but also a resource for
the designer, client, and user. The goal is to have information available in advance of
projects. Currently, there is alot of discussion about iterative design process which
is good but how information gained is used is as important as what form the process
takes. In other words, how do you utilize the information generated to maximize
possible gains to the design?
8.5 Overall Quality Achieved
Quality here would be defined by multiple perspectives. This approach highlights
the use of a traditional designer approach. Other investigation could focus on non-
architectural aspects of the environment. With developing knowledge these factors
will increase. That is the designer's view, societal issues, etc.. As mentioned this is a
traditional perspective which incorporates new ideas as well.
8.6 Cooperation
The ability for groups to work together in designing the environment is essential.
This aspect of design is utilized to improve and examine perspectives of the designer
and users when change occurs. In a sense this recalls Alberti in seeking the advice of
experts.
Chapter 9
Areas For Future Study
9.1 Techniques For Gathering Information
A number of means are now in development which could aid in developing the ap-
proach. One approach would be to use sophisticated or high tech means. At the
Media Lab at MIT, experimentation with interactive media which can display as well
as receive information could be used. Increasingly interactive kiosks are used to give
directions and communicate other information. These devices could also record ideas
and information for use with the approach.
A commonly- used method is the survey. While standard for marketing purposes,
the use of surveys for architectural and urban design questions can certainly be devel-
oped. Used by Kevin Lynch as part of his research, often the surveys are somewhat
general.' If the surveys could be applied to architectural and urban design ques-
tions before projects were planned and be repeated during design they might be quite
effective in generating a new level of dialog.
Another key aspect for involving others in design decisions is the use of models.
These could be built three dimensionally or computer-generated.
Means by which the effectiveness of meetings may be increased including struc-
turing meetings so that people can have greater opportunities to participate,i.e. tele-
'Kevin Lynch, What Time Is This Place?, MIT Press, Cambridge, MA, 1972
phone, etc. .
The use of publications similar to Finnish examples or even Links , the MIT
architecture student newsletter, to comment on and inform users and designers about
the environment should be encouraged. As was described in the case of Helsinki
Railroad Station, these can have significant impact.
As mentioned by Kevin Lynch in the Image of the City, one goal of such efforts
would be to produce an environment which inspires and responds to involvement, a
statement similar to Walt Whitman's regarding the necessity of a great audience for
a great speaker. While few processes regarding the environment are ever as smooth
as Lynch suggests, it is an interesting goal to consider.
9.2 Efficiency and Effects of Regulations
Codes and laws are written to produce or prohibit certain results. Because the ap-
proach would trace the resulting implications of such changes or information, it would
help analyze the implementation and effectiveness of such approaches. Also if codes
are analyzed in these terms other options may be developed. The value of comparison
with existing environments has been examined by Professor Phillip Herr. Christopher
Alexander, in a recent book also calls for investigation into these considerations.2
9.3 Means of Resolving Conflicts
A common problem during design is the resolution of conflicts. One advantage of
understanding relations, and highlighting conflict, is keeping communication open so
that everyone can be involved in a solution. This increases the probability of the best
possible resolution. This aspect would be studied from an architect's perspective, and
knowledge base.
2 Christopher Alexander, A New Theory of Urban Design, Oxford University Press, New York,
NY, 1987
9.4 Software and Hardware
Computers have the ability to record large amounts of commonly needed knowledge
and then customize it for use as is done at the Media lab and also by researchers
such as William Hillier. Rather than replacing the designer, the computer can be a
valuable tool in understanding aspects of changing information. As such it will be
seen as one of the resources the designer draws from in addressing projects.
9.5 Designer Modification of Approach
Since part of the approach is related to the architect or urban designer's input, it
will be affected and customized by the user. It would be expected that modification
could take place over time. Also rather than the project being the only variable
by observing common modifications the system could be improved. Which areas of
available info. most helpful, use and focus.
Chapter 10
Conclusions
10.1 Review of Thesis
This thesis began with the question of whether the changing factors in the course
of a project could be used as part of the design. To discuss this problem some
general issues were described and related to the question. Then past examples of
projects which had responded to changing factors in their development were examined
to understand how change had been utilized. The specific area of study, design
of student activity facilities was then introduced and discussed. An outline of the
approach was then forwarded for use in the three case studies which were utilized to
illustrate the approach. The last and principal of the three cases was the design of an
international student center at Kendall Square in Cambridge. Having reviewed the
results of the case studies, the approach was compared to several other methods. Each
had been used for the study and design of student activity facilities or more general
design questions. Having compared the method to these other systems, possible
criticisms and benefits of the proposal were forwarded. Areas for future study were
then reviewed.
10.2 Review of Results
In general, the approach developed several components. First, the architects the-
oretical perspective was not seen as objective but rather one means by which the
design is influenced. Thorough understanding of the issues affecting the particular
problem focused the problem to a greater degree. Procedures by which the design
would be developed and resources available for the project further clarified options.
Open communication with other participants allowed ideas to be reviewed easily from
several perspectives. Finally, a strategy was developed at each stage of the design
which facilitated comparison of options.
Benefits of the approach for the cases were in three areas. The involvement of
various people in the process resulted in a understanding of more perspectives. This
also allowed the designer to be better informed regarding the consequences of possible
changes. These contacts also provided unexpected new ideas which assisted in devel-
oping the ideas. The ideas ranged from issues of form to opportunities for innovation
in terms of management and use.
Negative aspects were the additional work and red tape necessary to conduct the
approach. In addition, there was often no agreement among users on certain issues.
However, in some cases this was also helpful in defining additional options.
The greatest surprise was the degree to which the approach allowed the designer
to stimulate thinking beyond conventional approaches.
10.3 Summation
As a step in attempting to use changing factors as part of design, the study was
modestly successful. While not radically redefining any new approaches or solving
a great mystery of architecture, the study did shed light on options for improving
design using aspects of projects which are becoming more prevelant.
It does seem plausible from past examples and from work in the study to use
change within the development of a project as part of the design. In a longer-range
mode of thinking, architecture and urban design are themselves changes which can
be beneficial at several levels to society. As mentioned earlier, since architects and
urban designers must make decisions which cannot be totally rationalized by one
means of approach and in a pluralistic society where viewpoints are expressed and
changing, the use of change as an element in architecture and urban design may be
highly appropriate. It even might be said that the ability to use change creatively
may become or may continue to be a key element of architectural and urban design
on practical and theoretical levels.
Appendix A
A.1 Interviews
1. Boldi, Robert, Board of Governors, Muddy Charles Pub
2. Gordon, Doug, Practice Committee, AIA
3. Harrington, Kevin, Professor of Architectural History IIT
4. Helfand, Harvey, Campus Planner, UC Berkley
5. Holt, Cliff, Director University of New Mexico Student Union
6. Immerman, Steve, Director of Special Services, Office of the Senior Vice Presi-
dent MIT
7. Kostner, Tom, Associate Director Space Planning, UC Berkley
8. Perkins, Peggy, Director U.C. Berkley Student Union
9. Rosen, David, Director of Planning, University of Oregon
10. Simha, 0. Robert, Director of Planning, MIT
11. Ubbens, Menke, President European Club of MIT
12. Walsh, Phil, Director Campus Activities Complex MIT
13. Wiesenthal, Steven, Venturi Scott-Brown Architects
14. Wise, Robert, Assistant Head of Facilities, Associated Students of UCLA
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A.2 Symposia
1. Association of College Unions International, Regional Meeting, MIT, November
16-18, 1990
2. Changing Scale, Recent Urban Projects, Harvard GSD, April 7, 1990
A.3 Meetings
1. Meetings of the Graduate Student Council
2. Meetings of the Muddy Charles Board of Governors
3. Meetings with members of the Campus Activities Complex
A.4 Surveys
1. Graduate Student Council Survey MIT-attached
2. MIT Campus Survey- attached
3. Kendall Square Survey- attached
4. Walker Survey- attached
5. University of New Mexico Student Union Survey
6. Universtiy of Pennsylvania Campus Center Survey
7. University of Sydney Student Union Survey
A.5 Archive Materials
1. University of Pennsylvania Archives
2. MIT Museum Archives
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GRADUATE STUDENT COUNCIL REFERENDA
The GSC wishes amend its constitution to enhance its representation of the Graduate Student Body. The
major change is to require that representatives, who are nominated by petition from the students in
their department or living group, seek renomination every year from their constituency. Currently,
representatives may continue to serve indefinitely unless they are recalled. The Council has voted for
this change. A full text is posted in the infinite corridor
Do you approve the amended constitution? _YES _NO.
GRADUATE STUDENT SURVEY(your participation is voluntary, you do not have to answer all questions)
1. Many Universities have an ABD (All But Dissertation) status for students who are only working on
their dissertations. This would drastically reduce tuition charges while allowing such students to
remain in residence, have access to (only) general Institute resources (libraries, Athena etc.), and to
maintain their eligibility for Departmental support and fellowships.
Do you think MIT should have ABD status available? __YES NO.
2. Do you feel that MIT should make a commitment to have housing available for all graduate students
who want it by the year 2000? __YES __NO.
3. Do you think that there should be graduate student representatives included on all MIT committees
which make decisions directly effecting graduate students? (this may include ad-hoc, faculty, institute
and research committees such as: the Dean search committees, Comm. on Graduate School Policy, Comm.
on Discipline, Comm. on Student Affairs, IAP Policy Comm., Comm. on Safety etc.) __YES __NO
4. The GSC is working to secure adequate financial support for graduate students at MIT. Please provide
the following information to help us evaluate the need: (PLEASE CHECK ALL THAT APPLY)
a. Course number__ year._ degree__.
b. Do you receive: a full scholarship/fellowship _(with no work responsibilities),
a stipend and tuition waiver as an RA_ or a TA_ ?
c. If so, does the funding come directly from:
an independent external agency (NSF, Mellon, business etc.) _,
from MIT faculty/labs through an extemally funded grant -,
from your Departments budget _, or directly from the Institute _?
d. What percentage of your expenses at MIT are covered by this support __%?
Where do you get the rest of the money you may need for the school year:
savings_, loans_, work_, family_, other .?
e. Do you feel that financial concerns substantially:
increases the number of years you will spend in graduate school __?
influences the direction of your research or choice of subject __?
reduces the quality of your work __?
stops you from having a healthy social life __?
5. Muddy Charles Pub (The Graduate student bar/lounge in Walker Memorial)
a. How many times have you been to the Muddy Charles in the past semester?___
Figure A-1: Graduate Student Council Survey Page 1
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b. Which changes in the Pub would help it serve you even better:
menu: _ food served? _ (good) coffee served? wine served? other
atmosphere: - live music nights? _ comedy nights? _ quieter music?
_ smoke free, or non-smoking nights? other
c. To serve you best, would changes need to be minor -, moderate -, or drastic __?
6. At many universities the administration, faculty, students and staff share authority over the
governance of the instituion.
Do you think that MIT should move toward this style of governance? YES NO _ .
7. The Graduate Student Council works in two broadly defined areas, those that directly impact students
as individuals and those that relate to us as a constituency within the Institute as a whole. Please give
us a sense of what you would like the GSC to aive priority to in each of these areas:
_Housing for students
_Campus safety
_Financial support/stipend rates
_ABD tuition option
_Health insurance rates
_Dental insurance
_Health care services
_Social activities
_Student services
_Transportation
-- Other
You may hand this in during registration at the
with this address showing:
B)
MIT/Departmental policies & rules
Student empowerment/Unionization
Community relations/homelessness
Institute mission/role in society
Disvestment/apartheid
Academic freedom
Student reps on committees
Research guidelines/ethics
Corporate relations
Environment
Other
gym, or fold and drop in campus mail by Feb. 15th
GRADUATE STUDENT COUNCIL
WALKER MEMORIAL BUILDING
50-222 MIT
GSC meets the third tuesday of each month at 5:30pm in 50-222
All interested graduate students are welcome to attend and/or contact your GSC representative
Figure A-2: Graduate Student Council Survey Page 2
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148)
149)
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Housing for Students
Campus Safety
Financial support
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Health insurance rates
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Student services
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Pub Results
tion
od be *erved ?
ffee be served ?
ne be served ?
ve Music be provided 7
ve Comedy be provided 7
e music be quieter ?
e PUB be smoke free 7
ere be minor changes ?
ere be moderate changes ?
ere be drastic changes ?
ere be Live Entertainment?
Figure A-3: GSC Survey Results Page 1
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* Yes
644
374
632
523
483
521
236
276
233
132
48
* Yes
405
176
190
240
132
345
265
346
181
320
49
# Yes
473
257
189
254
186
194
456
357
273
78
340
* No
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
# No
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
No
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
* Other
656
926
668
777
817
779
1064
1024
1067
1168
1251
# Other
895
1124
1110
1060
1168
955
1035
954
1119
980
1249
# Other
827
1043
1111
1046
1114
1106
844
943
1027
1222
0
S Yes
49.5
28.8
48.6
40.2
37.2
40.1
18.2
21.2
17.9
10.2
3.7
4 Yes
31.2
13.5
14.6
18.5
10.2
26.5
20.4
26.6
13.9
24.6
3.8
% Yes
36.4
19.8
14.5
19.5
14.3
14.9
35.1
27.5
21.0
6.0
26.2
4 No
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.1
N Ho
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.2
4 No
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
4 Other
50.5
71.2
51.4
59.8
62.8
59.9
81.8
78.8
82.1
89.8
96.2
4 Other
68.8
86.5
85.4
81.5
89.8
73.5
79.6
73.4
86.1
75.4
96.1
% Other
63.6
80.2
85.5
80.585.7
85.1
64.9
72.5
79.0
94.0
0.0
,., 
- I, I I - - ----
:49)
150)
151)
152)
153)
154)
155) Muddy Charles Pub Results, based on 1 0 <= VisIts < 0
156) There were 606 such people
157)
158) Question # Yes # No 6 Other % Yes 4 No % Other
159) Should Food be served 7 118 0 488 19.5 0.0 80.5
160) Should Coffee be served ? 65 0 541 10.7 0.0 89.3
161) Should Wine be served 7 43 0 563 7.1 0.0 92.9
162) Should Live Music be provided ? 61 0 545 10.1 0.0 89.9
163) Should Live Comedy be provided ? 67 0 539 11.1 0.0 88.9
164) Should the music be quieter ? 57 0 549 9.4 0.0 90.6
165) Should the PUB be smoke free 7 129 0 477 21.3 0.0 78.7
166) Should there be minor changes ? 46 0 560 7.6 0.0 92.4
167) Should there be moderate changes 2 83 0 523 13.7 0.0 86.3
168) Should there be drastic changes ? 36 0 570 5.9 0.0 94.1
169) Should there be Live Entertainment? 99 0 0 16.3 0.0 0.0
170)
171)
172)
173)
174) Muddy Charles Pub Results, based on 1 <= Visits <= 3
175) There were 387 such people
176)
177) Question # Yes # No # Other 4 Yes 4 No 4 Other
178) Should Food be served 7 188 0 199 48.6 0.0 51.4
179) Should Coffee be served ? 107 0 280 27.6 0.0 72.4
180) Should Wine be served ? 74 0 313 19.1 0.0 80.9
181) Should Live Music be provided ? 117 0 270 30.2 0.0 69.8
182) Should Live Comedy be provided 7 75 0 312 19.4 0.0 80.6
183) Should the music be quieter ? 76 0 311 19.6 0.0 80.4
184) Should the PUB be smoke free ? 181 0 206 46.8 0.0 53.2
185) Should there be minor changes ? 145 0 242 37.5 0.0 62.5
186) Should there be moderate changes ? 116 0 271 30.0 0.0 70.0
187) Should there be drastic changes ? 32 0 355 8.3 0.0 91.7
18) Should there be Live Entertainment? 142 0 0 36.7 0.0 0.0
189)
190)
191)
192)
193) Muddy Charles Pub Results, based on [ 4 <- Visits <- 8
194) There were 190 such people
195)
196) Question 8 Yes # No 6 Other 4 Yes 4 No 4 Other
197) Should Food be served ? 101 0 89 53.2 0.0 46.8
198) Should Coffee be served 7 53 0 137 27.9 0.0 72.1
199) Should Wine be served ? 43 0 147 22.6 0.0 77.4
200) Should Live Music be provided 7 49 0 141 25.8 0.0 74.2
201) Should Live Comedy be provided ? 29 0 161 15.3 0.0 84.7
202) Should the music be quieter ? 38 0 152 20.0 0.0 80.0
203) Should the PUB be smoke free 7 98 0 92 51.6 0.0 48.4
204) Should there be minor changes ? 98 0 92 51.6 0.0 48.4
205) Should there be moderate changes ? 52 0 138 27.4 0.0 72.6
206) Should there be drastic changes ? a 0 182 4.2 0.0 95.8
207) Should there be Live Entertainment? 66 0 0 34.7 0.0 0.0
208)
209)
210)
211)
212) Muddy Charles Pub Results, based on [ 9 <- Visits <- 999 C
213) There were 117 such people
214)
215) Question # Yes * No # Other 4 Yes 4 No 4 Other
216) Should Food be served ? 66 0 51 56.4 0.0 43.6
217) Should Coffee be served ? 32 0 85 27.4 0.0 72.6
218) Should Wine be served ? 29 0 so 24.8 0.0 75.2
219) Should Live Music be provided ? 27 0 90 23.1 0.0 76.9
220) Should Live Comedy be provided ? 15 0 102 12.8 0.0 67.2
221) Should the music be quieter ? 23 0 94 19.7 0.0 80.3
222) Should the PUB be smoke free ? 48 0 69 41.0 0.0 59.0
223) Should there be minor Changes ? 68 0 49 58.1 0.0 41.9
224) Should there be moderate changes 7 22 0 95 18.8 0.0 81.2
225) Should there be drastic changes ? 2 0 115 1.7 0.0 98.3
226) Should there be Live Entertainment? 33 0 0 28.2 0.0 0.0
227)
228)
Figure A-4: GSC Survey Results Page 2
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Muddy Charles Pub Results, based on [ I <= Visits <= 999
There were 694 such people
Question
Should Food be served ?
Should Coffee be served ?
Should Wine be served ?
Should Live Music be provided ?
Should Live Comedy be provided ?
Should the music be quieter ?
Should the PUB be smoke free ?
Should there be minor changes ?
Should there be moderate changes ?
Should there be drastic changes ?
Should there be Live Entertainment?
* Yes
355
192
146
193
119
137
327
311
190
42
241
# Other
339
502
548
501
575
557
367
383
504
652
0
Yes
51.2
27.7
21.0
27.8
17.1
19.7
47.1
44.8
27.4
6.1
34.7
% No % Other
Figure A-5: GSC Survey Results Page 3
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MIT CAMPUS SURVEY
This survey is part of thesis research in the MIT Department of Architecture.
It is voluntary, and anonymous. You may skip any question or stop at any time.
1. Do you have a home base on campus?
2. Where are your 3 favorite places to study on campus?
3. Where are your 3 favorite places to meet with other students/faculty on
campus?
4. What are your three favorite areas of MIT? (can be inside or outside of
buildings)
5. What are your three least favorite areas of MIT? (can be inside or outside
of buildings)
6. Where do you discuss academic work?
7. Would you be interested in having the opportunity to comment on recent
or future renovations or additions to student activity facilities?
8. Where do you find out about issues such as new or renovation of student
student activity facilities?
student and institute newspapers
your department
notice boards
word of mouth
email
other-
9. Do you commute to campus through Kendall Square?
10. What facilities could you use in the Kendall Square area which are not
presently there?
11. Are you a (please circle one):
undergraduate student
graduate student
faculty
staff
other, please specify:
Figure A-6: MIT Campus Survey
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KENDALL SQUARE SURVEY
This survey is part of thesis research in the MIT Department of Architecture.
It is voluntary and anonymous. You may skip any question or stop at any time.
1. What is your opinion of the area between the Kendall T station and the
Institute (before entering the Health Services Center)?
Good
No Opinion
Bad
2. What factors cause this opinion?
Good-
Bad-
No Opinion-
3. Suggestions for the area-
4. Do you like the Kendall Square Area beyond the station?
Yes
No
No Opinion
5. What factors cause this opinion?
Like-
Dislike-
No Opinion-
6. What additional facilities or amenities (if any) would you like to have that
are not presently there?
7. Are you a (please circle one):
undergraduate student
graduate student
faculty
staff
other, please specify:
Figure A-7: Kendall Square Survey
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WALKER MEMORIAL SURVEY
This survey is part of thesis research in the MIT Department of Architecture.
It is voluntary and anonymous. You may skip any question or stop at any time.
1. Please rate the following areas in terms of how well they meet your needs.
(satisfactory, indifferent, unsatisfactory)
Eating Areas
Lounge Areas
Recreation \ Activity Areas
Outdoor Areas
Toilet Areas
Traffic and Circulation Areas
2. Please comment on specific problems or good features you find in the
Walker Memorial. (Clearly indicate the areas by name and floor level):
3. What is the most distinctive aspect of this building?
4. What additional facilities not now available could be provided at Walker?
5. Please assess the overall impression (satisfactory,
tory) you have of Walker in terms of:
Temperature and Ventilation
Lighting
Noise Levels
Odors
Use of Color
Furnishings(comfort)
Other(please specify)-
6. Please assess (satisfactory, indifferent,
building which may affect you:
indifferent, unsatisfac-
unsatisfactory) other aspects of the
Figure A-8: Walker Memorial Survey Page 1
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Finding directions and rooms
Circulation and traffic through building
View to the outdoors
Other, please specify:
7. Are you a (please circle):
undergraduate student
graduate student
faculty member
other, please specify:
Figure A-9: Walker Memorial Survey Page 2
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